
Chapter 461 

 

"Once Cheng mobing chooses to hand over his assets to Jin Zhengting, if you want to deal with Jin 

Zhengting again, it will be insufficient in strength. Therefore, in order to avoid this situation, you must 

swallow Cheng mobing's assets as quickly as possible."  

 

There is no doubt about Zhao Si's tone, because this is the only way to solve the current situation.  

 

"Even if I want to swallow Cheng mobing, I don't have enough strength and no chance."  

 

Huo Tingchen pondered that he also knew that Zhao Si's method was very good, but the lack of strength 

was also a fact.  

 

"Young master, sometimes you can't use the conventional method. Young master, you still have a killer 

organization. It's time to use them."  

 

Zhao Si's face is very calm, but his eyes are sharp and can kill people.  

 

Huo Tingchen realized that Zhao Si, who is usually quiet and calm, is also a ruthless character.  

 

"You mean I'll send someone to kill Cheng mobing?" Huo Tingchen made a throat cutting gesture with 

his hand on his neck.  

 

"No, I don't doubt the ability of those killers. Cheng mobing doesn't mean she can kill people. If she can, 

old lady Cheng has already done it. She also has a group of powerful killers around her. Although she 

doesn't often expose herself to people, she always protects her safety, so the chance to assassinate her 

is very small."  

 

Zhao Si denied his idea.  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyebrows locked: "what do you mean?"  

 

"You can send someone to get rid of those senior executives of Cheng mobing group. After all, it's not 

something that a president can accomplish to manage a huge enterprise. She also has many assistants."  

 

Zhao Si said, and put a file bag on the table: "here are all the information about the senior executives of 

Cheng mobing group. Some people can win over, some people need to get rid of. In a word, it's 

necessary to disintegrate the senior executives of her group. When these senior executives are lost, 

there will be problems in the operation of her group. At that time, even if she can get control of the 

jewelry market, you can do it In order to cut off the source of her goods, she will be in trouble. The 

direct consequence is that the stock market of Jiangdong will be in chaos. People who hold shares of her 

company will sell shares one after another. What you have to do is to concentrate the working capital. A 

little bit of silk will become your assets. "  



 

Huo Tingchen carefully thought about Zhao Si's suggestion, nodded frequently from time to time to 

show his approval of the plan he put forward, but he still hesitated: "once we start with Cheng mobing, 

the shock will not be small. I'm afraid Jin Zhengting will not stand by and Wanyi will suddenly step in. I 

have no spare power to deal with him."  

 

"No way."  

 

Zhao Si looked at him as if he could see everything clearly: "no matter how chaotic Jiangdong is, Jin 

Zhengting will not interfere, because this is not his riverside. His influence on Riverside can be said to 

cover the sky, but he can't touch it. Moreover, there is a very important point. He will also want to take 

advantage of it. What he most wants to see is you and Cheng mo There is a direct confrontation 

between ice. If he wants to intervene, he will wait until he is about to win or lose. As long as you move 

fast enough and don't give him the chance to react, there won't be any problem. "  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes flickered, obviously weighing the pros and cons. After a long time, he finally 

slapped the table heavily: "OK, just do as you say. I will collect funds now and reserve for the future 

plan, but I still want to wait until after the gambling stone meeting. Recently, the group is ready to 

transfer property to Jiangbin, so there is a lack of funds. If I can use the gambling stone, I will collect 

some capital If we do, the situation will ease a lot. "  

 

"Well, I'm not supposed to be involved in these matters. Let's make a decision. I'm just putting forward 

my own suggestions. Besides, if you really want to get that rare stone, I'll help you."  

 

Zhao Siping said quietly that he put himself out of the picture, so he could see more clearly and 

accurately.  

 

"Well, in a few days, I'll send someone to prepare the plan you said, but not now. If you don't have the 

assurance of a successful attack, you'd better not scare the snake."  

 

Huo Tingchen has always been cautious, which is the necessary condition for him to survive until now.  

 

"Yes."  

 

Zhao Si nodded, he appreciated Huo Tingchen's caution, because at this point, a little mistake may cause 

a chain reaction, which will lead to the end of losing everything.  

 

"By the way, please inform all the senior executives of the group that I want to hold a board meeting to 

plan for the next step."  

 

Huo Tingchen said politely to Zhao Si.  

 

Zhao Si nodded slightly: "yes, young master." Then he turned and walked out of the room. When he 

came to the door, he suddenly turned his head and asked faintly, "young master, if I just said I wanted to 



leave, would you really shoot?"  

 

Huo Tingchen was stunned for a moment, and then showed a grim smile: "maybe I won't shoot, but my 

men may shoot your family."  

 

"I hope the young master had better not do this, otherwise it will be bad for everyone."  

 

Zhao Si said faintly, but his pupils were obviously contracting. Huo Tingchen said with a smile: "so we'd 

better calm down. At this time, I need your help, and you also need your family. I hope the final result of 

our cooperation is win-win."Zhao four points a head, didn't say anything more, slowly disappeared in 

Huo Tingchen's line of sight.  

 

Looking at him leaving, Huo Tingchen's eyes flashed a very cruel expression: "king of gamblers, I have 

heard that you are a talent, so I will control you in my hands!"  

 

The mobile phone suddenly rings. It's long Jiu. He picks up the mobile phone and says, "Hey, you've 

arrived at the riverside?"  

 

"Brother, my men and I have just arrived at Jiangbin."  

 

Long Jiu's charming voice came from the phone, and the voice of the plane motor came from the 

receiver. It was obvious that she had just got off the plane and was still at Jiangbin airport.  

 

, "be careful not to be seen by Jin Zhengting's eyeliner. You don't need to do it first. Wait for my 

instructions. Now I don't want to excite Jin Zhengting too much. It all depends on circumstances."  

 

"OK, brother, let's go to the hotel near Jiangbin hospital. I've seen it in advance. It's very close to the 

hospital. We can do it at any time."  

 

There is a strange excitement in long Jiu's voice. She likes the feeling of killing people. Every time before 

killing people, she can't help but become like this.  

 

Huo Tingchen naturally understood her character and said flatly: "no, you can't do Zhao Tongxin, just 

grab her necklace. I repeat, don't do anything to hurt Zhao Tongxin, otherwise it will cause us great 

trouble. Do you know the truth?"  

 

His tone was very severe, because he knew that if he was attracted to Zhao Tong at this time, it would 

be Jin Zhengting's desperate revenge. At this critical moment, he did not want to establish such a 

powerful enemy.  

 

"Well, brother, I'll listen to you."  

 

Although long Jiu was disappointed, she didn't object. In her heart, everything Huo Tingchen said was 

right.  



 

"Well, you take people to rest first. When the time is right, I'll let you act."  

 

Huo Tingchen finished this sentence and hung up the phone. He was very relieved of long Jiu. If there 

were people in the world who he really trusted, then this person must be long Jiu.  

 

Because of his blood relationship with long Jiu and his relationship with him, Huo Tingchen thought that 

he would never encounter a relationship in his life, but the appearance of long Jiu broke his 

understanding.  

 

Get along for a long time, he also gradually found the advantages of dragon nine, from the initial 

appreciation, to now like, although it has not reached the level of love.  

 

But now he felt that long Jiu was already a little inseparable, because when she was not around, Huo 

Tingchen faced the empty room and had a faint miss in his heart.  

 

Perhaps, long Jiu, his half sister, is his true love in this life. Perhaps, in the deepest part of his heart, he 

had the idea of wandering around the world with long Jiu, but all this is based on the premise of 

successfully taking revenge on the Jin family. As far as the current situation is concerned, although there 

is still hope, there is still a long way to go.  

 

He walked up to the mirror and faced the demon's handsome face in the mirror, with an evil smile on his 

lips. No matter what happened, his belief would not be shaken. It was the Jin family that destroyed his 

family, so he must let Jin Zhengting feel this heartbreaking pain.  

 

After finishing his tie, he looks at Gao fushai in his glasses with appreciative eyes, turns around and 

leaves the room, ready to hold the first board meeting since he took control of the Cheng family.  

 

Jiang Bin, the former jewelry company of Jin Zhengting group, is in the president's office.  

 

The first senior management meeting of the company after the change of production is being held. 

Unlike in the past, Zhao Tongxin did not preside over the meeting. Instead, Jin Zhengting, President of 

the group, presided over the meeting himself, and Yang ziye, chairman of the Yang Group, also attended 

the meeting.  

 

This is a big surprise for the senior executives present. The president of the group and Yang ziye held this 

meeting together. It can be seen that the directors of the group attach great importance to the 

company's transfer of production. Everyone is ready to give a good performance at the meeting. 

Although they are senior executives of the company, the number of contacts with president Jin is 

extremely limited.  

 

Even some single female executives, when they saw Jin Zhengting and Yang ziye in suits and shoes, were 

already dazzled. A stream of blood rushed to their heads and almost fainted.  

 



Of course, since the incident of female employees besieging Mr. Jin broke out last time, everyone knows 

how stingy Mr. Zhao is about Mr. Jin's problems. He fired more than 20 female employees including two 

managers at one go. So no one dares to mess with Mr. Jin's sudden arrival.  

 

When women treat their men, none of them is not a vinegar jar. With Zhao Tongxin's position, the 

consequences of knocking over her vinegar jar are very serious.  

 

"Everyone, Mr. Zhao is not feeling well and needs to rest for a while recently, so I will take charge of the 

work of changing production."  

 

Jin Zhengting swept all the senior executives present and said faintly, but his voice was full of the dignity 

of successful superiors, which made these senior executives who had been used to Zhao Tongxin's 

gentle temperament a little uncomfortable. They sat in their positions stiffly and even breathed slowly, 

for fear that one of them might annoy Mr. Jin."Hello, everyone. I think you all know me. I'm Yang ziye, 

chairman of Yang's catering group."  

 

After Jin Zhengting finished, Yang ziye stood up with a sunny smile on his face and made a self 

introduction. What he showed was a kind of affinity. When we bear Jin Zhengting's dignity, our spirit will 

be a little relaxed.  

 

Two people have been together since childhood, so they are quite familiar with this cooperation mode.  

 

After listening to Yang ziye's self introduction, the tense and serious atmosphere really eased a lot. 

Several good-looking female executives kept winking at Yang ziye. No one knows the name of the young 

master of the Yang family in Jiangbin. Every woman knows that he is a playboy, but because of the 

transcendent status of the Yang family, many women not only don't think that Yang ziye is a playboy On 

the contrary, they all want to paste it on their own initiative.  

 

And after seeing Yang ziye himself, this idea is even stronger, because he is really handsome.  
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Yang ziye never refuses the women who give them the looks. He gives them handsome smiles again and 

again, which seems to turn the company meeting into a paradise for women.  

 

Jin Zhengting was not surprised by his actions, and said faintly, "it's time to start."  

 

"Mr. Jin, can I speak first?" The head of the executive department first stood up and asked Jin Zhengting 

in a questioning tone.  

 

Jin Zhengting nodded his head as permission. When he attended such meetings, he always didn't like to 

talk because he needed to listen to his subordinates.  

 

In other people's eyes, he may be a arrogant and cold-blooded president, but people often ignore 



another characteristic of Jin Zhengting, who follows the good as the flow.  

 

No successful person does not need to listen to other people's opinions, because no matter how strong 

a person is, he has something unexpected. As a manager, he can't do everything by himself, so he pays 

great attention to cultivating the independence of his subordinates.  

 

"Since Mr. Zhao decided to change production last time, we have closed all the company's 50 branches. 

All the employees are training in the catering industry. At present, they are doing well. They can take up 

their posts in three or five days. We have preliminarily completed Mr. Zhao's plan. The company is 

scheduled to hold the ribbon cutting ceremony for the opening of chain restaurants in six days. At 

present, we are in the process of intense preparation."  

 

There is nothing special in the speech of the director of the executive department. It only describes that 

during this period, the company is changing production according to Zhao Tongxin's plan, but his speech 

is also very necessary, because the president does not know these things, but it is also necessary to 

know.  

 

"Well."  

 

Jin Zhengting gave a light response. The executive director nodded to him, returned to his seat, took out 

a paper towel and wiped the sweat on his forehead. With just a few words, he was very nervous, 

because Jin Zhengting's aura was so strong that he could not bear it.  

 

"What about the old branch?"  

 

Jin Zhengting taps the table with his slender fingers and sweeps the director of the marketing 

department with his deep eyes. He is responsible for these things.  

 

The head of the marketing department quickly got up and answered with a slightly nervous voice: "Mr. 

Jin, according to the decision of the other three members of the board of directors of Mr. Zhao, all the 

50 branches have been sold to Tianhong jewelry company. The contract has been signed yesterday and 

they will receive their money in the next week."  

 

Yang ziye frowned and asked Jin Zhengting, "Zhengting, why did Tong Xin sell the store to Tianhong 

jewelry company? That's Huo Tingchen's business."  

 

Jin Zhengting raised his hand and motioned the director of marketing department to sit down. He 

turned back and said with a faint smile, "it's nothing, because the company needs a lot of money to 

change production. Now the only one who can pay quickly is Tianhong jewelry company, so what Tong 

Xin did is right."  

 

"That can't be sold to Huo Tingchen. At that time, he will use these stores to have a deeper monopoly on 

jewelry companies."  

 



Yang ziye is a little worried, but due to the presence of many senior executives, he said slowly, but his 

tone is a little heavier. In his opinion, Zhao Tongxin's decision is too hasty.  

 

"Take it easy."  

 

For Yang ziye, Jin Zhengting kept enough patience: "your news is too closed. Tianhong Jewelry Group is 

no longer Huo Tingchen's enterprise. Just two hours ago, Huo Tingchen sold the company to Cheng 

mobing for 10 billion yuan. That is to say, Cheng mobing was the boss of Tianhong jewelry group two 

hours ago."  

 

Not only Yang ziye, but also the senior executives present were surprised. Huo Tingchen clearly 

monopolized the jewelry industry. Why did he sell it to Cheng mobing? Everyone present could not 

understand, except Jin Zhengting.  

 

From the moment he got the news, he knew the purpose of both sides. Cheng mobing wanted to use 

Tianhong jewelry company to gain a foothold in Jiangbin, while Huo Tingchen's purpose was more 

insidious. He knew that if Cheng mobing took over the company, Jin Zhengting would naturally regard 

Cheng mobing as the first enemy to solve.  

 

Only he can see through the essence of the intention of both sides in such a complicated situation. But 

now he is also thinking about whether the plan made last night is correct, because Jin Zhengting knows 

very well in his heart that with Huo Tingchen's intelligence, it is impossible not to know Cheng mobing's 

intention. Instead, he pushes Cheng mobing to the front desk. The meaning is so obvious that she has no 

control Jin Zhengting's ability, or in other words, he already has the ability to deal with either side, or 

even the joint efforts of both sides.  

 

Intuition tells Jin Zhengting that there must be a terrible person inside Huo Tingchen's group, and he has 

already understood all this.  

 

"Well, since it's what you mean, it makes sense. Go on."  

 

Yang ziye knows that Jin Zhengting won't make fun of such things. He chooses to believe Jin Zhengting's 

judgment, which has become a habit.  

 

"How is the company's capital now?" Jin Zhengting asked faintly.  

 

The head of the financial department immediately stood up with a calm expression on her face. As the 

head of the financial department, she had a clear memory of every account of the company and was 

able to answer Mr. Jin's question immediately: "because recently Tianhong jewelry company had an 

unfair trade war against us, which resulted in the loss of more than 70% of the company's turnover, but 

the strength of the company is very strong I agree with Zhao zongguo's decision to shut down the 

branch stores of the company, because it can reduce the company's unnecessary losses. At present, the 

company's main financial expenditure is on chain restaurants. Within two days, we bought 20 

restaurants with an expenditure of 500 million yuan and employed professionals with an expenditure of 



3 million yuan The company's remaining capital is 1.35 billion yuan, which is still normal at present. 

""Well, let's talk about the future expenditures."  

 

Jin Zhengting said faintly that he had already remembered the main expenditure items in his mind, and 

he was thinking about whether the company's remaining funds would be sufficient after it reopened. A 

successful entrepreneur should not only look at the present, but also take a long-term view. Although he 

had spent more than 600 million yuan in just a few days, he believed that with Zhao Tongxin's business 

philosophy, he would have a bright future in the next few years He didn't worry about it. But when he 

heard the financial director say that the company's assets were only over one billion yuan, his brow 

wrinkled.  

 

According to the remaining funds, it can be maintained for a period of time in calm weather. However, if 

there is any emergency in the middle of the way, the company's finance will have loopholes, which are 

not enough to maintain normal operation. The consequences are serious.  

 

So while listening to the financial supervisor's report on the company's financial situation, he quietly 

took out his mobile phone and sent a message to the group's financial department: prepare 2 billion 

yuan and remit it to Zhao Tongxin's account.  

 

Although the finance of the group is not ideal, mainly because he wants to guard against Huo Tingchen 

or Cheng mobing, he still chooses to support Zhao Tongxin's company as much as he can, because he 

knows that the company carries Zhao Tongxin's hard work and all her feelings for herself, so he will not 

let the company collapse easily anyway.  

 

"Zhengting, it seems that Tong Xin's company has made a serious loss. She is not wrong to choose to 

change production decisively."  

 

After listening to the financial supervisor's report, Yang ziye sincerely admires Zhao Tongxin's 

decisiveness. If he continues to operate like this, it will be sooner or later that the company will go 

bankrupt. Although he is half hanging in business, he also knows what the consequences will be.  

 

"Well, if it was me, I would choose to change production."  

 

Jin Zhengting agreed, and then said to the director of enterprise publicity department, "now the 

company is ready to open, what's your publicity strategy?"  

 

The director of enterprise publicity department stood up and said, "according to general manager Zhao's 

business philosophy, we are going to shoot a group of advertisements with the theme of warm family. 

This matter is being discussed with Chairman Lu Moyan. I believe there will be results soon."  

 

"Specifically speaking, advertising creativity."  

 

Jin Zhengting said lightly that he knows that a good advertising idea has a profound impact on the image 

of an enterprise, so there is no carelessness in this point.  



 

"Well, Mr. Jin, according to the theme of Mr. Zhao, our idea is to use a newly married couple as the hero 

and heroine. The shooting location is in our theme restaurant, and the theme is around the taste of 

family life. As for the details, we need to discuss with the director of the advertising company before we 

can determine."  

 

"In addition to advertising, has the consumer group the company is targeting been determined?"  

 

Jin Zhengting asked again. He wanted to know more about Zhao Tongxin.  

 

"Mr. Zhao said that our company is mainly for ordinary families and individuals, so our publicity is mainly 

for the working class in Jiangbin. However, we have also opened several high-end restaurants, which will 

also be open to the upper class."  

 

"Well, I see."  

 

Jin Zhengting asked the director of enterprise publicity department to sit down, then stood up and 

glanced at everyone: "I think everyone here knows that the company has encountered some difficulties 

some time ago, but I want to tell you that these difficulties are temporary. The group will try its best to 

help the company out of the difficulties. I have already sent 2 billion funds to the company. I think it 

won't be long before the company is able to survive I don't need your confidence. As long as you do it, 

you can freely discuss the future development direction of the company in the rest of the time. "  

 

Jin Zhengting walked out of the president's office after saying that. He knew that his presence here 

would cause psychological burden to the senior executives. At the same time, he would imprison their 

thoughts and become their psychological dependence. Therefore, he had to leave because they need a 

more active discussion atmosphere.  

 

Yang ziye followed him out of the office. He was not used to this kind of formal environment. After two 

people left the office one after another, there was a lot of heated discussion.  

 

"Zhengting, just now you said that you want Tong Xin's company to become the new leader of Jiangbin 

catering industry. Where are you going to put the position of our Yang Group?"  

 

Yang ziye lights a cigarette and asks Jin Zhengting, pretending to be dissatisfied.  

 

Jin Zhengting said with a faint smile: "come on, although Tong Xin didn't tell me, I also know that she has 

given you 30% of the shares. You are also one of the shareholders of this company. How can you not be 

happy with the development of your company?"  

 

"Man, you even know that. I thought you didn't know that."  

 

Yang ziye is a little guilty. After all, he didn't invest much. Zhao Tongxin insisted on giving him these 

shares. Although he and Jin Zhengting are close brothers, he still feels a little guilty.  



 

"It's nothing. How to allocate shares is Tong Xin's freedom, and I won't interfere with it. However, Zi ye, I 

want to remind you that Tong Xin has no experience in business. You should try your best to help him 

when things happen."  

 

Jin Zhengting's tone was indisputable. It was not like a request, but more like an order. He was the only 

one who could speak to young master Yang of the Yang Group in this tone.Yang ziye didn't feel anything 

wrong. He knew Jin Zhengting's feelings for Zhao Tongxin, so he made a serious promise: "you can rest 

assured about this. As long as I'm here, the company will only get better and better."  

 

Jin Zhengting didn't speak, just looked at him with a suspicious look.  
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"Hey, Zhengting, why are you looking at me like that?"  

 

When Jin Zhengting stares at Yang ziye, his heart becomes even more empty. He deliberately avoids his 

eyes that seem to have insight into everything.  

 

"Ziye, I'm thinking, what guarantee do you use? As far as I know, it seems that you haven't completed 

any major projects independently?"  

 

Jin Zhengting joked that although Zhao Tongxin's company encountered setbacks, it was on the right 

track again in a very short time. He was proud of her in his heart, so his gloomy mood was slightly better 

in recent days.  

 

"Hello, Zhengting, I don't take such a blow. You can see that I will succeed this time. At least I can't be 

worse than Xu Zheng." Yang ziye said deliberately.  

 

"How did you see that?"  

 

Jin Zhengting smiles faintly. He knows that Yang ziye has really made up his mind. Maybe it's not 

because he wants to compete with his equally famous Playboy Xu Zheng, but because Yang ziye has 

seen that the company's production change is a key step in his plan. As his best friend, Yang ziye is duty 

bound to help.  

 

For such a friend, Jin Zhengting's heart is still very moved, but his character will not be expressed, but as 

a good friend for many years, a smile is enough.  

 

"Don't worry, mine is not worse than yours. Otherwise, how can you have only one woman in your heart 

and I have a group of women?"  

 

Yang ziye pointed to his head and said, at the same time, he also laughed at Jin Zhengting. At the 

moment, the friendship that he had experienced together is obvious.  



 

"In six days, the company will open. You have to work harder these days. You need to rest. The 

company's business is up to you."  

 

Jin Zhengting patted Yang ziye on the shoulder and said seriously.  

 

"No problem, Zhengting. What are you going to do later? It's getting late. Let's have a meal together 

with shangzhanyan and Mo Yan. After all, Mo Yan is responsible for the company's advertising. As the 

owner of the company, how can we express it?"  

 

Yang ziye takes a deep breath and tells Jin Zhengting that although he doesn't like doing business very 

much, he is very good at business. As a famous Playboy in Jiangbin, how can he not be good at 

communication?  

 

"On behalf of me, please invite Mo Yan to dinner, and I won't go."  

 

Jin Zhengting raised his wrist and looked at his watch, but he didn't agree to Yang ziye's invitation.  

 

"Hello, Mr. Jin, are you so busy that you don't even have time to have a meal?"  

 

Yang ziye doesn't know why. He doesn't know what's going on with Jin Zhengting. For the public, Lu 

Moyan is their partner. For the private, he is Lu zhanyan's brother. Naturally, he and them are very close 

friends. No matter what the reason, they can't give up the dinner.  

 

"It's almost noon now. I think it's time for Tong Xin to have dinner at this time. I think I'd better go with 

her and tell Mo Yan that I owe him this meal. I'll give it back to him another day."  

 

Jin Zhengting light finish, turned and left the office, his heart now only one thing, that is to see Zhao 

Tong heart, no matter what things can't stop.  

 

Although Zhao Tong Xin woke up in the morning, he was still worried about her, so he just wanted to go 

to her side to accompany her.  

 

Looking at Jin Zhengting's back, Yang ziye nodded his head heartily. His eyes showed a look of 

admiration, and he said to himself, "Zhengting, I really envy you. I have such a strong relationship. Ah, 

although I have so many women, none of them are as good to you as Tong Xin. It seems that I should 

also look for my own true love."  

 

Jin Zhengting left the company and drove alone on the way to the hospital, still thinking about Zhao 

Tongxin. He had a strong premonition that there was always a pair of eyes staring at her in the dark, 

which made him feel a little uneasy because he cared too much about Zhao Tongxin.  

 

At this time, the mobile phone rang, and he was surprised. This feeling has not been passed for many 

years. He was only afraid that Zhao Tongxin was in danger. When he picked up the mobile phone, he 



found that it was a member of his staff, and he was relieved.  

 

"What's the matter?"  

 

He got through and asked faintly.  

 

"Boss, we found the whereabouts of long Jiu. She took several people to stay in a hotel near Jiangbin 

hospital. I have sent my brother to watch them. What should we do next?" He asked for instructions.  

 

Jin Zhengting's eyebrows wrinkle. He is thinking about what happened recently. From the theft of Zhao 

Tongxin's foster mother's home to the appearance of long Jiu near Zhao Tongxin's Hospital, it seems 

that there is something to do with it. Moreover, he doesn't think that Huo Tingchen's frequent actions 

are simply to blame Cheng mobing.  

 

"Pay close attention to their movements and report to me immediately if there is any action."  

 

Jin Zhengting doesn't plan to scare the snake at the moment. If he wants to know what Huo Tingchen's 

purpose is, he has to see it from long Jiu. So he has no plan to fight against long Jiu for the moment.  

 

"Yes, boss." His subordinates agreed and hung up the phone. They would firmly carry out Jin Zhengting's 

order.When he put down his mobile phone, Jin Zhengting thought while driving. All the clips were 

connected in series, but he always felt that there was something key missing, so that these clips could 

not be connected in a single line.  

 

Simply don't think about these for the moment. Now Zhao Tongxin's safety is the first thing. Since long 

Jiu appears near the hospital, her purpose should be very obvious. It's Huo Tingchen's deployment for 

Zhao Tongxin.  

 

Driving to the hospital, it's noon now. Many patients, accompanied by their families or medical staff, are 

moving in the square. In the bustling crowd, several bodyguards seem to wander aimlessly, but they are 

watching everyone passing by with vigilant eyes. They are all experts sent by Jin Zhengting to protect 

Zhao Tongxin, and basically control Zhao Tongxin The inpatient department where Tong Xin is.  

 

When these bodyguards saw Jin Zhengting from a distance, they didn't come to say hello immediately. 

They just nodded their heads slightly and continued to patrol around. Jin Zhengting was very satisfied 

with their performance, because during their work, they just wanted to put their work in the most 

important position.  

 

Jin Zhenting quickly comes to Zhao Tongxin's ward. Rong Qi is inspecting everything in the corridor at 

the door. She seems to be in good spirits. She should have a rest in the morning.  

 

Rongqi see Jin Zhengting came, came forward to say hello: "boss."  

 

"Well, hard work."  



 

Jin Zhengting knew that they stayed up late last night. Even if they slept for a while, it was very hard.  

 

Rong Qi light smile: "nothing boss, I and spoon garden take turns to patrol, she just went to sleep, we at 

least ensure that there are two people to protect Tong Xin, it will be OK."  

 

"Yes, how is Tong Xin now?"  

 

Jin Zhengting is afraid that Zhao Tongxin is resting now, so he doesn't go in immediately. Instead, he 

slightly lowers his voice and asks Rong Qi. From this detail, we can see his love for Zhao Tongxin.  

 

"Tong Xin has been sleeping for a while in the morning, and now he is in a better mood. He is reading a 

book inside. You can go in."  

 

Rong Lei says faintly that she knows Jin Zhengting is afraid of waking Zhao Tongxin, so she tells him the 

current situation of Zhao Tongxin.  

 

"I'll see."  

 

Jin Zhengting opened the door and walked into the ward.  

 

Zhao Tong Xin is leaning on the bed, seriously looking at an economics book, her face is much better, not 

like last night, there is a kind of morbid pale, and from her eyes can also see that she is now in a good 

mental state.  

 

Jin Zhengting walked over and sat down beside her. As soon as Zhao Tong Xin looked back, his 

handsome face was deeply reflected in her pupils.  

 

"Zhengting, here you are."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin put down the book and said quietly that she was not surprised by Jin Zhengting's 

appearance. She knew that he would not rest assured and would come to see him.  

 

"Are you better?"  

 

As a habitual action, Jin Zhengting reached out and stroked her long hair. Unconsciously, this action 

became a way for him to express his feelings.  

 

Zhao Tong Xin seems to enjoy Jin Zhengting's caress. He squints his eyes a little, and his delicate face 

shows a pleasant expression.  

 

"Have you eaten yet?"  

 

Jin Zhengting stroked her hair and asked faintly.  



 

Zhao Tong Xin shook his head: "not yet."  

 

Jin Zhengting's face sank: "it's noon now. Why don't you have dinner?"  

 

Looking at his angry appearance, Zhao Tongxin felt a burst of unprecedented happiness, and only Jin 

Zhengting would lose his temper because he didn't eat on time, which is also a manifestation of love.  

 

"I'm waiting for you, because I know you will come."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin gave him a gentle smile, took up his strong arm and said in a slightly coquettish tone that 

when she was with him, she was more and more like a little woman.  

 

Seeing Zhao Tongxin's appearance, Jin Zhengting's heart immediately softened down, took her waist and 

said faintly, "if I don't come, will you not eat?"  

 

Zhao Tongxin tooted his mouth and said, "no, you will come to see me. I have a premonition."  

 

With a faint smile, Jin Zhengting gently scraped her nose. This action was gentle and natural, as if it had 

come naturally. It seemed that it was the first time he had made such intimate action together for so 

long.  

 

Zhao Tong Xin's face slightly a red, slightly with a shy head down, whispered: "don't do this, people will 

see."  

 

Jin Zhengting smile, domineering said: "it's OK, you are my wife, I how to you, don't need others to say 

three four."  

 

"Zhengting, let's eat."  

 

Zhao Tong heart know his temper, also no longer entangle these subtle intimate action, softly said.  

 

"Well, I'll have it delivered."  

 

Jin Zhengting picked up his cell phone and was about to dial the number, but Zhao Tongxin held his 

hand: "Xu Yanke has been ready for you."  

 

Before her voice fell, the door opened, and Xu Yanke came in with a dining car. It seems that she also 

had a rest. She is in good spirits, but her face is still a little gloomy. Obviously, she is not in a good 

mood.She put lunch one by one on the table, pushing the dining car to leave, but Zhao Tongxin stopped 

her: "let's have dinner together."  

 

Xu Yanke was stunned. He looked at Jin Zhengting and said, "No  

 



"It's just dinner together. It's all family."  

 

Zhao Tongxin's eyes show sincerity, to Xu Yanke said.  

 

"Together."  

 

Jin Zhengting also said lightly that he knew that Zhao Tongxin was cultivating his brother and sister 

relationship with Xu Yanke, so he would not refuse Zhao Tongxin's kindness.  

 

Xu Yan can smile to Zhao Tong Xin, but smile some reluctantly: "Zhao Tong Xin, thank you for your 

kindness, I understand."  

 

She also said to Jin Zhengting, "brother, I don't want to eat with you, but I really can't eat. I want to go 

out and have a blast."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin takes a look at Jin Zhengting, which means to let him decide. Jin Zhengting takes a look at 

Xu Yanke, who is not in a good spirit, and says, "well, when Tong Xin leaves the hospital, I'll take you 

home."  

 

"Good." Xu Yanke cleverly answered and pushed the dining car away.  

 

"Zhengting, what's the matter with Xu Yan? It seems strange. This morning, she said a lot of strange 

things to me. I feel that something is wrong between her and Rong Lei."  

 

Looking at Xu Yanke's back, Zhao Tongxin tells Jin Zhengting that as a woman, she has a keen intuition 

about her feelings.  

 

Jin Zhengting nodded: "don't worry about her. It's important for you to eat."  

Chapter 464 

 

After a warm lunch, Jin Zhengting carefully wipes the corners of Zhao Tongxin's mouth. His movements 

are very gentle. In these details, he shows his consideration for her everywhere.  

 

Zhao Tong's heart cleverly accepts Jin Zhengting's care, and the air seems to be filled with a faint 

warmth.  

 

Jin Zhengting poured a glass of water and put it in front of Zhao Tongxin with infinite tenderness in his 

eyes: "have a good rest. I still have a lot of things to deal with today. I have time to see you."  

 

"If you have a job, go ahead. Don't always come to see me. Just give me a call."  

 

Zhao Tongxin knows that Jin Zhengting has a lot of things to do now. He doesn't want him to go to the 

hospital every day and comforts him.  



 

"Now that you're pregnant, don't use your cell phone all the time. There's radiation."  

 

Jin Zhengting said faintly, stood up, took Zhao Tongxin into his arms, and gently kissed her on the 

forehead: "when I'm not around, take care of yourself."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin cleverly nodded her head. Her body hasn't recovered and her spirit is not very good. She 

thinks this kind of state is not suitable for two people to get tired of together. The important thing is 

that he must be very busy now and doesn't want to delay his work because of himself.  

 

Jin Zhengting gave her a warm smile, went out of the ward and gently closed the door.  

 

At this time, Shaoyuan is about to change shifts with Rong Qi. As Zhao Tongxin's substitute, Xu Yanke 

can't rest, but she has more freedom.  

 

The three women were all in the corridor. Jin Zhengting raised his hand and called them over. His face 

was a little dignified: "I just got the news that long Jiu is near the hospital, and she is not alone. She is 

likely to be harmful to Tong Xin, so you must protect Tong Xin closely during this period of time."  

 

Three people exchanged a look each other, Xu Yanke frowned and said: "according to reason, Zhao 

Tongxin can't pose any threat to Huo Tingchen. Why does Huo Tingchen have to deal with her again and 

again?"  

 

Spoon garden also some puzzled said: "Xu Yanke is right, Huo Tingchen in the end what purpose?"  

 

Rong Qi lowers her head and thinks. She doesn't talk much. She usually doesn't express her opinions 

before reaching a conclusion. This is very similar to Rong Lei.  

 

Jin Zhengting said faintly: "it's not clear at present. The only thing to be sure is that Huo Tingchen has 

taken Tong Xin as his primary goal. You must be alert. In the hospital, there are no more loopholes than 

other places. Although I have sent many bodyguards to protect Tong Xin, the personnel are too 

complicated, so you three are the only ones who can protect Tong Xin in the end It's too late. "  

 

"Boss, don't worry about that. As long as I have a breath, we won't let Tong Xin suffer any damage."  

 

Shaoyuan takes the lead in saying that she is a person who does what she says.  

 

Xu Yanke thought about it and suddenly said, "brother, I think I already know why Huo Tingchen takes 

Zhao Tongxin as his primary goal."  

 

"Well?"  

 

Jin Zhengting's face changed. He looked at Xu Yanke with deep eyes and motioned her to continue.  

 



"When I talked with Zhao Tongxin in the morning, I found that she was wearing that necklace, which I 

always wanted to get."  

 

Xu Yanke's face is a little embarrassed, because the past is her disgraceful thing, but for the safety of 

Zhao Tongxin, she decided to say her guess.  

 

Jin Zhengting's eyes flashed: "what Huo Tingchen really wants is the necklace. That's why he sent long 

Jiu, the most effective man. If so, his action is not strange."  

 

"At the beginning, Huo Tingchen wanted to get the necklace very much. I knew that the necklace was a 

clue about a huge treasure. I think Zhao Tongxin must have exposed the necklace on some occasion. So 

Huo Tingchen knew the whereabouts of the necklace, and he would spare no effort to get it."  

 

Xu Yanke calm analysis, she is a smart person, and Huo Tingchen is also very understanding, so naturally 

thought of his purpose.  

 

Jin Zhengting nodded gently. He also thought Xu Yanke's analysis was reasonable, but soon his brow 

wrinkled again: "why did Huo Tingchen find Tong Xin's foster mother's home? What did he want?"  

 

At this time, Shaoyuan said, "boss, do you remember what Huo Zhong said about treasure before he 

died in Southeast Asia? He said that no one knows the correct way to open treasure."  

 

"I remember that because he was the only one who knew the right way to open the treasure, no one 

would know when he died."  

 

Jin Zhengting said suspiciously that he had thought about it, as if Huo Zhong was trying to express it.  

 

"Boss, Cheng Mohan also said that Tong Xin's foster mother is his aunt, that is to say, she is also a 

member of the Cheng family. Do you think it is possible that Tong Xin's foster mother also knows the 

correct way to open the treasure, so Huo Tingchen will go to Tong Xin's foster mother's house to look 

for it?"  

 

Shaoyuan frowned and said that the problems she considered were relatively simple and usually 

understood from the surface, but she just talked about the essence of the matter.  

 

As soon as Jin Zhengting's eyes brighten, he suddenly finds that he has overlooked a very important 

problem, that is, the relationship between Zhao Tongxin's foster mother and the Cheng family. If Cheng 

Mohan is right and Zhao Tongxin's foster mother is really a member of the Cheng family, then she is 

likely to know the correct way to open the treasure. Moreover, he is acutely aware that the reason why 

Zhao Tongxin's foster mother runs away from the Cheng family should be It's not just the oppression of 

Mrs. Cheng, but the fact that their sisters got the secret of the treasure and were afraid of being killed 

by Mrs. Cheng. So they fled from Jiangdong to Jiangbin and lived in anonymity. In this way, everything 

was explained."I will ask people to investigate this matter. You just need to protect Tong Xin. If you find 

that your opponent is very strong, call me immediately."  



 

Jin Zhengting has an answer in his mind. He once again tells three people to protect Zhao Tongxin, and 

then leaves the hospital. At the moment before he gets on the bus, he takes a look at the hotel where 

longjiu is. From the perspective of the parking lot, he can clearly see the hotel building. He weighs it in 

his heart and dials a phone of his staff: "there's an action tonight. You can wait for me in the office. 

Don't let me go People see it. "  

 

"Yes, boss."  

 

Jin Zhengting put down her mobile phone, and a trace of fine light flashed in her deep eyes. It seems 

that it's time to fight back. No one can make Zhao Tongxin's idea. Anyone who wants to fight her should 

be ready to bear his anger at any time.  

 

Jiangdong, Chengjia group, a board meeting is in progress.  

 

Huo Tingchen, wearing Cheng Mohan's mask, leans lazily on the chair and sweeps everyone present with 

a kind of chilly eyes, with a mocking smile on his face.  

 

Except for Cheng mobing, all the immediate family members of the Cheng family have been killed by 

him. Most of the members of the board of directors here are collateral members of the Cheng family. 

Moreover, these people are also submissive to Huo Tingchen. Since the sudden death of Mrs. Cheng and 

all kinds of accidents happened to the immediate family members of the Cheng family, the discerning 

people naturally know who did these things, so they are very optimistic Huo Tingchen did not dare to 

refute any proposal, because his life might be in danger at any time.  

 

However, when he proposed to transfer the assets to Jiangbin, some people could not sit still. Naturally, 

these Cheng's collateral relatives did not want to stay away from Jiangdong, because this is their 

territory.  

 

"Mr. Cheng, do you think about it again? Our Cheng family has been operating in Jiangdong for decades 

and rashly transferred their assets to Jiangbin. Once the investment is frustrated, we will have no way 

out. Is it too risky for you to do so?"  

 

When it comes to his own core interests, a director raised his hand after a fierce ideological struggle.  

 

Huo Tingchen kept a gentleman's smile and looked at him tenderly, but there was a chill in his eyes that 

could freeze everything  

 

"Oh? Are you against my proposal  

 

His voice is very kind and gentle. Anyone can see that he is an elegant man.  

 

The director thought Huo Tingchen would be furious. Seeing that he always had a gentle smile, he got 

up and nodded slightly, saying: "yes, Mr. Cheng, I don't agree with you to make such a decision. Jiang 



Dong is the foundation of our Cheng family. What's more, there is Jin family in Jiangbin, and Jin 

Zhengting is not so easy to deal with, so I think it's still in the market Jiangdong is developing well. "  

 

Huo Tingchen stood up, went to the director and said with a smile, "I know you are not selfish. It's all 

about the future of the Cheng family. Thank you."  

 

As he said, he opened his arms and gave the director a deep hug, just like a lover he had not seen for 

many years.  

 

When the director was flattered, Huo Tingchen closed his ear and said in a voice that only he could hear: 

"it's a pity that I'm not a member of the Cheng family."  

 

The director was stunned and was about to speak. Huo Tingchen's gun had already touched his heart. 

His slender fingers pulled the trigger continuously. With the clear sound of the gun, the bullet with the 

death rotating, penetrated his heart and burst out of his back, with a few bright blood lines.  

 

All the directors were stunned by Huo Tingchen's actions. They never thought that he would kill people 

in front of them.  

 

A few timid directors had already felt the heat flow down their legs, because it was too shocking to see a 

living person die in front of them.  

 

Huo Tingchen let go of the director's body, still with that cruel smile on his face, put his finger into his 

mouth, and his finger was stained with a few drops of blood.  

 

The smell of blood diffused in his mouth, and Huo Tingchen's eyes became fiery. With this kind of eyes, 

he swept everyone present. His voice was gentle and demonic: "who else has different opinions? You 

can say it at any time. I am a person who is willing to listen to different voices. "  

 

No one spoke or dared to speak. Now the office of Nuo University began to smell of disgusting blood, 

but no one dared to move. They knew that as long as Huo Tingchen was a little dissatisfied, the end 

would be no different from the corpse on the ground.  

 

"Now I think it's a good thing to transfer capital to Jiangbin. Do you still have any objection?"  

 

Huo Tingchen cold swept everyone, from their eyes, he saw a deep fear, this is the scene he would like 

to see.  

 

"Well, since no one raised any objection, this matter has been settled. Today's meeting is over. 

However, in order to express my gratitude to you for coming to the meeting, I decided to invite you to 

have a big lunch."  

 

Huo Tingchen flashed a cruel smile in his eyes and put the gun into his pocket. This action reassured the 

board members. At least he would not shoot again. Of course, if no one made him unhappy.Huo 



Tingchen's eyebrows suddenly wrinkled, this action once again startled everyone, a more respected 

director asked: "Mr. Cheng, what's the matter with you?"  

 

Huo Tingchen shook his head and said, "it's very strange. Since I asked you to have dinner, why didn't 

anyone ask what you had for lunch today? Don't you think it's strange?"  

 

The director nodded tremblingly: "it's very strange. Mr. Cheng, what should we have for lunch?"  

 

Huo Tingchen's face just showed a smile: "that's right. Remember, no matter who invites you to dinner 

in the future, it's better to ask what other people invite you to eat. Otherwise, if you can't digest it, it's 

too wasteful. Since you ask, I'll tell you, in fact, what I invite you to eat is very simple, bullet!"  

Chapter 465 

 

After a bloody massacre, the office of the whole Chengjia group has been completely stained with 

blood, and all the directors are spared.  

 

Huo Tingchen looked at the corpse with satisfaction, and his face showed a happy smile. He liked the 

bloody feeling.  

 

His hands are dealing with the scene, Zhao Si's hands are stained with blood, standing behind him, this 

scene has seen countless times, already numb.  

 

"Young master, you have completely mastered the Cheng family group. Why do you want to kill them 

all?" He asked faintly, but his eyes were focused on Huo Tingchen's expression.  

 

Huo Tingchen smile: "because if they don't die, no matter what we do, we will hear the voice of 

opposition, and I don't like to hear any voice against me, so we can only let them die."  

 

Zhao Si nodded with satisfaction. He liked a cruel man like Huo Tingchen. No matter who blocked his 

plan, he could kill people without blinking an eye, which was right for his appetite.  

 

"Young master, now the Cheng family is completely your own."  

 

Huo Tingchen laughs: "I've taken control of the Cheng family, so I can do my best to deal with Jin 

Zhengting."  

 

"Don't worry. I think he already knows about long Jiu's return to Jiangbin. I think we should wait and see 

Jin Zhengting's reaction before making a decision."  

 

Zhao Si calmly said that his judgment of the situation is very accurate.  

 

Huo Tingchen also calms down from the excited mood, regarding and own advantageous suggestion, he 

can listen to.  



 

"That's OK, but I'm worried that long Jiu is not Jin Zhengting's opponent. Her strength is good. I don't 

want to lose one of the most capable men because of a trial."  

 

Huo Tingchen didn't have any expression on his face, but he began to worry about long Jiu. This has 

never happened before, because he can sacrifice anyone in order to achieve his goal, which also proves 

that long Jiu's position in his heart is becoming more and more important.  

 

However, he can't tell Zhao Si or anyone that he can only love one person deeply in his heart, which is 

also a kind of sadness.  

 

"Long Jiu was trained by Cheng Mohan herself. She has carried out many tasks independently before, 

and she can always retreat completely. So even if Jin Zhengting wants to deal with her, she will not be in 

danger, but your elite killers may not come back."  

 

Zhao Si light said, the corner of the mouth peeped out one silk not easy to detect smile.  

 

"It doesn't matter to those killers. I have a lot of people like that. If I expect it to be good, Jin Zhengting 

will start tonight. It's time to try his real strength."  

 

Huo Tingchen lit a cigarette and pondered.  

 

"Yes, at least you need to know how many experts Jin Zhengting has under his command. I think it's 

better for you and him to solve all this by bleeding in the end. It's more important to understand his 

strength."  

 

There was no expression on Zhao Si's face, just a mechanical analysis of the current situation, as if all 

this had nothing to do with him.  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes flashed for a moment, with a smile: "after solving the chaos in Jiangdong, we can 

start the next step. Tonight, I will send another group of killers to monitor the executives of Cheng 

mobing group, and we can do it at any time as we need."  

 

"Young master, I think we'd better not fight before the gambling Stone Fair. Besides, we have to fight for 

the control of the treasure. According to the news from Southeast Asia, Jin Zhengting has sent someone 

to block the treasure. It seems that he already knows the exact location of the treasure. If he doesn't 

take it back, you won't be at ease, will you?"  

 

Huo Tingchen's pupils contracted for a moment. If the treasure had been controlled by Jin Zhengting, he 

would not be at ease, but his brow wrinkled: "I know, but I don't have any influence in Southeast Asia. If 

I only rely on local mercenaries, I'm afraid it's very difficult to recover the treasure from him. Moreover, 

the location of the treasure is just the original stone mining area. I think Jin Zhengting won't be light It's 

easy to give up. "  

 



"I've also thought about this. I heard that Chen Dong, who is the replacement of Jin Zhengting to guard 

the treasure, has great strength in Jiangbin and married a female assistant of Jin Zhengting, right?"  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes brightened, and he had guessed Zhao Si's plan: "yes, Chen Dong is very famous in 

Jiangbin's underworld. He was also famous with long Shao at that time. His wife's name is Shaoyuan. She 

is one of Jin Zhengting's most effective assistants, and she has twin children. It is said that she is very 

lovely."  

 

"If his wife or children suddenly have an accident, Chen Dong will not be able to sit still. Without him, it 

would not be so difficult for me to take control of the treasure."  

 

Zhao Si said faintly, but he had a very vicious expression in his eyes, which showed that he was a man 

who used everything.  

 

"I'll be ready for everything. When the gambling meeting is over, I'll do what you say. Now I just want to 

see what Jin Zhengting does to deal with Cheng mobing."  

 

"I think he will take advantage of the catering industry and the cheap raw ore in his hand to attack the 

jewelry industry just controlled by Cheng mobing. If I am Jin Zhengting, I will take advantage of the 

characteristics of the catering industry, such as large passenger flow and strong sustainability, and give 

jade and gems in the form of points. In this way, even if Cheng mobing controls the jewelry industry, he 

will lose all his money."Zhao Si is full of rational analysis: "what we have to do is wait."  

 

Everything has been planned. What Huo Tingchen has to do now is to wait, maybe because he has been 

waiting too long, maybe because he is afraid that he will be disappointed again, so this time his mood is 

very indifferent.  

 

"Yes, young master, I'll clean it up."  

 

Zhao Si nodded his head and left silently. Huo Tingchen looked at his distant voice and his pupils 

suddenly contracted.  

 

Jiangbin, Xu family.  

 

"Are you sure long Jiu has come to Jiangbin?"  

 

Xu Zheng lights a cigar and looks at Cheng mobing with burning eyes.  

 

Cheng Mo Bing nodded: "yes, my people can see very clearly. Long Jiu took Huo Tingchen's most elite 

group of killers to Jiangbin by plane today, and he has stayed in a hotel very close to Jiangbin hospital."  

 

"Why does long Jiu suddenly appear in Jiangbin at this time? It is reasonable to say that he wants to 

blame us, but he will not take action now. This matter is abnormal, and we must pay attention to it. "  

 



Xu Zheng's intuition is very keen. He has already felt Huo Tingchen's ready ambition.  

 

"Don't worry, I think with Jin Zhengting's intelligence, he must know that Huo Tingchen did Zhao 

Tongxin's work, so he didn't do it to us immediately."  

 

Cheng mobing has calmed down now. If Jin Zhengting really thinks that Zhao Tongxin is her fault, she has 

started to take action now. With her understanding of Jin Zhengting's character, he will not wait for the 

opportunity like Huo Tingchen, because he is a domineering man.  

 

"In my opinion, long Jiu's appearance near Jiangbin hospital shows that her real target is Zhao Tongxin, 

but I don't know why Huo Tingchen wants to attack Zhao Tongxin who is not a threat."  

 

Xu Zheng took a deep breath of the smoke and pondered in the swirling smoke.  

 

Cheng mobing thought of Huo Tingchen's intention. Holding her delicate chin, she blinked her beautiful 

eyes and said, "when I saw Zhao Tongxin last night, I found that she had one more thing."  

 

"Oh?"  

 

Xu Zheng knew that Cheng mobing would not talk nonsense at this time. When she suddenly mentioned 

what happened last night, she must have a purpose, so she asked, "what's more?"  

 

"A necklace."  

 

Cheng mobing mysteriously says that she has decided to tell Xu Zheng the secret of the necklace, 

because at this time, only Xu Zheng can become her most determined ally.  

 

"What's so strange about a woman having more than one necklace? What's more, with Jin Zhengting's 

love for her, even if she has more than 20 necklaces, it's no big deal."  

 

Xu Zheng is a little disappointed. He thinks Cheng mobing will provide valuable clues, but it's just a 

necklace.  

 

"You're wrong. It's not an ordinary diamond necklace. It's about the secret of a treasure."  

 

Cheng mobing sits beside him and tells Xu Zheng the secret of the necklace.  

 

Xu Zheng's heart surged. He knew that the diamond necklace must have a special meaning, but he didn't 

expect that it was related to the fate of several families. When he thought of the wealth that could 

completely destroy the Jin family, he couldn't help but feel excited.  

 

"Why, you want this necklace, too?"  

 

Cheng Mo Bing says to him with a smile, can see from his expression, he is really moved.  



 

"Yes, if we get these treasures, maybe we don't need so many plans at all. As long as we crush them 

with a strong economy, we can get everything we want."  

 

Xu Zheng didn't deny it, because at this time, there can't be any rift between him and Cheng mobing, 

otherwise Jin Zhengting or Huo Tingchen's strength will be enough to break them all.  

 

"The problem is that Huo Tingchen is eyeing this treasure now, and the control is in Jin Zhengting's 

hands. It's not easy for us to get it."  

 

Cheng mobing is very calm about the treasure, because Jin Zhengting and Huo Tingchen have no action, 

proving that the treasure can't be obtained if they want to.  

 

"I think we'd better not make any moves before the end of the gambler's meeting. No response is the 

best response at this time. Let Jin Zhengting and Huo Tingchen test each other."  

 

Xu Zheng said faintly that he had a thorough understanding of the current situation and knew that no 

matter which side made a big move first at this time, it was not to start first, but it was likely to fall into 

a passive situation.  

 

"It seems that this is the only way, but Jin Zhengting's catering company is about to open. I always think 

it's a conspiracy against us."  

 

Cheng Mo Bing's face shows an uneasy look. Women always have more acute intuition about potential 

danger.  

 

"Don't worry, as long as we control the jewelry company, we can be invincible."  

 

Xu Zheng felt that this was not the most important thing. He said faintly: "the rare stone has arrived. At 

the same time, I bought thousands of stones. This gamble will at least give us billions of capital. With 

this money, we can firmly hold the pearl market in our own hands, and then we just need to wait for the 

opportunity It's over. ""You are right. In this situation, this is the best way. We have no other way but to 

wait. After all, this is not Jiangdong. Jin Zhengting's existence makes my capital impossible to enter. Now 

we are absolutely weak, so don't do anything to stimulate them."  

 

Although Cheng mobing was not reconciled, he decided to follow Xu Zheng's advice.  

 

"I think Jin Zhengting will be attacked by long Jiu tonight. We can send people to dress up as Huo 

Tingchen's men and try to seize the necklace."  

 

Xu Zheng is still obsessed with treasure. In the face of huge interests, he still wants to take risks.  

 

"This is also a way. I'll send someone to do it. Besides, I find that your cousin Xu Ting and Huo Tingchen 

are in frequent contact. What are you going to do?"  



 

Cheng Mo Bing looks at Xu Zheng and says with a smile, but his eyes are even colder.  

 

Xu Zheng pondered slightly and said with a sneer, "even if she is my cousin, she can't stop our plan!"  

Chapter 466 

 

Night, Jiangbin hospital.  

 

Jin Zhengting's car was parked in the open parking lot of the hospital. Instead of getting off the car, he 

just lit a cigarette. The bright and extinguished light reflected his handsome face.  

 

His eyes are always on the inpatient department of the hospital, sharp as an eagle.  

 

Jin Zhengting put out his cigarette butt and looked at his watch. It was two o'clock in the morning, and 

everything was quiet. Except for a few yellow street lights still on, and some lights in the doctor's duty 

room on each floor of the inpatient department of the hospital, there was only darkness left.  

 

Even a few bodyguards guarding at the door showed a tired look on their faces. After all, it's early in the 

morning, and people's spirit needs to rest at this time.  

 

Theoretically speaking, this time is the best time for a sneak attack. If Jin Zhengting expects it to be 

good, long Jiu will soon start to take action.  

 

The voice of his subordinates came from the headset: "boss, brothers are ready."  

 

"I know. The opponents we are facing this time are all well-trained experts. Be careful when you act."  

 

Jin Zhengting answers faintly, takes out an exquisite gun and plays with it. His spirit is very relaxed. Long 

Jiu may be a very powerful master, but he doesn't see enough in Jin Zhengting's eyes.  

 

However, he went to the scene to direct the operation, because Zhao Tongxin was still living in the 

hospital. He was still a little worried about handing over the matter to others.  

 

Everything is ready. In the afternoon, he carefully selected 30 people from all his subordinates, each of 

whom is a good hand. He divided them into five groups and ambushed around the inpatient department 

of the hospital. As long Jiu brought people to snatch Zhao Tongxin's necklace, it would be like falling into 

a trap.  

 

Jin Zhengting absolutely does not allow anyone to make Zhao Tongxin's idea, so this time Huo Tingchen 

sent long Jiu to snatch the necklace. He must teach Huo Tingchen a profound lesson and make him dare 

not act rashly from now on.  

 

He has a strong premonition that long Jiu will act tonight. He always believes his intuition. Although 



everything seems so calm now, Jin Zhengting knows that it's just the calm before the storm. He just 

needs to wait.  

 

Long Jiu didn't let him down. A few minutes later, Jin Zhengting's remaining light swept to a hidden 

corner, and several sneaky shadows were flashing.  

 

"Notice that the target appears."  

 

Jin Zhengting, through a headset, lightly reminds his men that he opens the insurance of the gun and 

pushes a bullet into the gun.  

 

Long Jiu takes several men to Jiangbin hospital quietly. These men are carefully selected by her from 

Huo Tingchen's killer organization, so she is quite confident in this action. She thinks that she doesn't 

need to bring so many people to get the necklace from Zhao Tongxin. It's enough for her alone. 

However, since Huo Tingchen values this action very much, she is still confident She showed great 

importance, even when she was in action, she had to lead the team herself.  

 

"Miss long, Zhao Tongxin lives in the luxury ward on the top floor of the inpatient department. 

According to the information we have collected, Jin Zhengting's bodyguards are guarding the door and 

corridor."  

 

One of his subordinates lowered his voice and whispered to long Jiu.  

 

Long Jiu's eyes turned a few times: "according to the predetermined plan, action."  

 

The hand nodded and waved behind him. The two killers immediately rushed to the bodyguards 

standing at the door. Their speed was very fast, their pace was very light, and they made full use of the 

cover of darkness, so it was too late when the bodyguards at the door saw two black people rushing to 

their eyes.  

 

Before several bodyguards had time to respond, they heard a strange sound when the blade stabbed 

into the human body, followed by a flash of light in front of them, and then all their strength 

disappeared. These killers were worthy of being the elites in Huo Tingchen's killer organization. Their 

killing actions were clean and neat, and soon several bodyguards fell into a pool of blood.  

 

After killing the bodyguards, the two killers immediately started to destroy the monitoring equipment of 

the hospital. Several killers came quickly behind them, quickly dragged the bodies of the bodyguards to 

a hidden place, and then cleaned up the blood on the ground. Obviously, these people had received 

professional training. In a short time, all the cameras were destroyed, and the bodies were also well 

protected It was hidden and the blood was completely cleaned up. On the surface, it was as if nothing 

had happened at the scene.  

 

After waiting for these killers to deal with everything, long Jiu takes the rest of the killers and sneaks into 

the building of the inpatient department of the hospital.  



 

Jin Zhengting, who has been paying close attention to everything from afar, frowns slightly. In fact, these 

bodyguards don't have to die, but in order to make long Jiu believe, they have to sacrifice them.  

 

A successful leader has never had the so-called benevolence of women, and Jin Zhengting is no 

exception. In order to achieve his own goal, he did not hesitate to sacrifice some unimportant people.  

 

"The killers have entered the inpatient department. Surround them. Don't do anything for the time 

being."  

 

Jin Zhengting gave an order to them. He opened the door and got out of the car. He followed long Jiu 

and ran after them quietly.  

 

Although long Jiu's men destroyed the cameras in the building, they didn't find that they were in a very 

hidden place. Jin Zhengting's bodyguards installed pinhole cameras. Through these cameras, their men 

mastered the whereabouts of long Jiu and his gang. Jin Zhengting's five groups of high hands ambushed 

in advance surrounded long Jiu from different directions, but according to Jin Zhengting's orders, They 

have no action, just hide in the dark, closely staring at the Dragon nine Gang's action.The corridor of the 

inpatient department is a little dark. Only the duty room and toilet at both ends of the corridor have 

lights. Other places can only be seen through the night outside.  

 

Long Jiu likes this kind of environment, because she knows Jin Zhengting attaches great importance to 

Zhao Tongxin, so she will send a lot of bodyguards to protect Zhao Tongxin. Whether they can enter the 

inpatient department smoothly is a thorny problem. Now they enter the building almost without any 

resistance, and the dark environment is very favorable for them to carry out the operation, which 

indicates that the operation will be successful It's going well.  

 

She took her men with her and didn't take the elevator. According to her experience, the elevator room 

is usually the key place to guard, so she chose to go up the stairs. Although it's a little exhausting, it's 

nothing for these killers who have been hard trained all the year round.  

 

All the way to Zhao Tongxin's room on the top floor, they went upstairs and destroyed the monitoring 

system. When they reached the top floor, the monitoring of the whole building had been completely 

paralyzed, and it didn't take long. Long Jiu was very satisfied with the performance of Huo Tingchen's 

most elite subordinates.  

 

Zhao Tongxin's ward is right in front of him. In order to provide a comfortable hospital environment for 

Zhao Tongxin, Jin Zhengting bought the luxury ward on the top floor of the inpatient department, so 

only Zhao Tongxin's ward on the whole floor is still in use.  

 

Long Jiu's eyes flashed with excited light, but she strongly restrained the impulse to kill, and whispered 

to her opponent: "Mr. Huo specially emphasized that our goal is just the necklace, and we must not hurt 

Zhao Tong's heart. Do you remember all of them?"  

 



"Yes, but miss long, if we encounter resistance from Jin Zhengting's men, what should we do?" The 

subordinates nodded to show that they understood, but some people also raised questions.  

 

Long Jiu's eyes became colder and colder: "Mr. Huo just said that he couldn't hurt Zhao Tong's heart. He 

didn't say that he couldn't move others, so if he met resistance, he would be killed."  

 

"Yes."  

 

The killers' spirits are also boosted. These people kill people without blinking an eye. Before they kill 

people, like long Jiu, they will have a morbid excitement.  

 

"Well, pay attention to what Mr. Huo told us and start to act."  

 

Long Jiu said, pulling out the gun from his pocket and quietly jacking the bullet into the gun.  

 

Killers take out their weapons one after another. They are adjusting their breath to reduce the sound so 

as not to be heard by the bodyguards. In such a quiet night, a slight sound may reveal their 

whereabouts.  

 

Their steps are very light, and the corridor is very long. Zhao Tongxin's ward is the farthest from the 

stairway. This is what Jin Zhengting specially arranged because he was worried that someone would 

sneak on him.  

 

The corridor is very dark. It seems that the bodyguards turn off the light to prevent Zhao Tongxin from 

having a bad rest. Through the little starlight coming in from the skylight, we can see that there are 

several bodyguards with weapons in the corridor patrolling back and forth. From their alert eyes and 

straight body shape, these people's skills are better than those at the entrance of the inpatient 

department Much better. It can be seen that this is Zhao Tongxin's ward, otherwise Jin Zhengting would 

not have sent so many experts.  

 

Long Jiuyi Ma is in the lead. Her steps are like a cat approaching the prey. There is no sound coming out. 

The gun has been equipped with muffler and fire suppression device. As long as it is close to the 

effective range, you can shoot and kill these bodyguards.  

 

Kill these bodyguards. Even with Xu Yanke's personal protection, long Jiu believes that his subordinates 

can deal with them. Moreover, she is sure that three people will not be present at the same time. At 

least they will have a rotation. In this way, they have a better chance of success.  

 

Thinking that Huo Tingchen will soon get the necklace that he has been dreaming of, long Jiu's heart 

can't help but jump up with excitement. After enduring it for so many years, Huo's blood feud is likely to 

be avenged for getting the necklace. Her excitement is understandable.  

 

More and more close to those bodyguards, long Jiu's gun slowly raised, behind her, the killers also 

followed, according to the original plan, their character is to help long Jiu clear all the obstacles.  



 

"Boss, they are ready to take action. Do you think we should start first?"  

 

The men who have been secretly monitoring the Dragon nine operation ask Jin Zhengting what to do 

next through the communication equipment. Everything here has to listen to him, because Jin Zhengting 

is always a man with absolute power.  

 

"Don't worry, just wait."  

 

Jin Zhengting didn't rush to order the action. At the moment, he was hiding at the corner of the corridor 

leading to the top floor, watching the whole action process of long Jiu and his party. According to 

common sense, he couldn't give up the bodyguard guarding Zhao Tongxin's door. But when he was 

about to order his men to attack long Jiu and his party, he suddenly heard a slight breath in the stairwell 

of the lower floor.  

 

Jin Zhengting's ear power is very good, and now he is in a very quiet environment, so he is keen to catch 

the sound of breathing.  

 

He knew that all his subordinates had been concentrated on the top floor, and the people downstairs 

were not his subordinates. He immediately realized that long Jiu was not the only one to act tonight. 

Maybe there were still a group of people quietly following her, ready to take advantage of the chaos to 

achieve their goal.  

 

You don't have to think about it. Except for Xu Zheng and Cheng mobing, there is no such calculation, 

and no one dares.So Jin Zhengting's mind quickly turned, immediately made a judgment, temporarily 

ordered his men not to attack long Jiu, because he only deployed 30 people in the hospital. In case of 

serious casualties, he might not be able to deal with the people from the Xu government.  

 

"Yes, boss."  

 

No matter whether Jin Zhengting's order is reasonable or not, his subordinates will firmly implement it, 

because the battlefield is not a business field, and only one person can issue an order.  

 

Jin Zhengting frowned. It seemed that the situation tonight was a bit chaotic.  

Chapter 467 

 

In the stairwell below the top floor, Xu Zheng, dressed in black, looks a little gloomy. All the experts 

selected by Cheng mobing are behind him, and they must obey Xu Zheng's command.  

 

Thanks to Cheng mobing's good intelligence system, not only Jin Zhengting is monitoring long Jiu, but Xu 

Zheng is also monitoring long Jiu's every move. From her quietly leaving the hotel to coming to the 

hospital, killing Jin Zhengting's bodyguards deployed at the door of the hospital, to their quietly coming 

to the top floor, Xu Zheng sees every move.  



 

"Mr. Xu, shall we do it now?"  

 

One of his subordinates saw that long Jiu and his party had reached the top floor and asked in a hurry.  

 

If you let them get the necklace first, they won't have a big chance to get it back from long Jiu. Long Jiu 

used to be Cheng Mohan's number one assistant. They are not unfamiliar with long Jiu, so they know his 

strength very well.  

 

As soon as Xu Zheng raised his hand, he showed a firm look in his eyes: "don't move for the moment. I 

feel that this is a trap of Jin Zhengting. Long Jiu may have got into this trap."  

 

"Mr. Xu means that Jin Zhengting has laid an ambush in the hospital. It's impossible for long Jiu to do it. 

We have inquired about it in advance. Except for the bodyguards at the door, we haven't seen any of Jin 

Zhengting's men come to the hospital."  

 

The subordinate denies Xu Zheng's conjecture. Cheng mobing attaches great importance to the 

monitoring of her opponents. Her subordinates are generally good at monitoring, so they are more 

reliable.  

 

Xu Zheng gave a faint smile: "this is a hospital. If Jin Zhengting asked his men to disguise as patients, 

could you find that? If you look again, there is no one in the stairwell, which is too unreasonable. With 

Jin Zhengting's control over the details, how could he not expect that the killer would not take the 

elevator and touch Zhao Tongxin's ward from the stairs, Why is there no one guarding the stairway on 

each floor? "  

 

Xu Zheng's rhetorical question stunned these people. They thought about it for a long time before they 

realized it. Xu Zheng's analysis is very reasonable. Although they are Cheng mobing's subordinates and 

work in Jiangdong all the year round, Jin Zhengting's name has long been heard like thunder. He will 

soon be said to be a man almost equal to God. He will not make the mistakes Xu Zhenggang just said.  

 

In fact, Jin Zhengting, as Xu Zheng said, let 30 of his most elite subordinates disguise as patients and 

quietly send them to the hospital in order not to be discovered by the other two parties.  

 

Jin Zhengting knows that the killers sent by Huo Tingchen this time are all the elites in his killer 

organization. If these people can be left in the hospital, the blow to Huo Tingchen's killer organization 

will be fatal. What's more, there is long Jiu, Huo Tingchen's most effective man, and long Jiu is Huo 

Tingchen's lover.  

 

Since Huo Tingchen chooses to be attracted to Zhao Tong, Jin Zhengting doesn't mind letting him try to 

lose his lover. In Jin Zhengting's eyes, except Zhao Tongxin, there is no difference between men and 

women in the world, only friends or enemies.  

 

It's obvious that long Jiu is his enemy, so Jin Zhengting will try his best to deal with him.  



 

In this operation against long Jiu, he used the most powerful 30 members of his team in order to capture 

all the elite of Huo Tingchen.  

 

Xu Zheng showed a strong reasoning ability and a grasp of the details, and guessed most of Jin 

Zhengting's deployment correctly.  

 

"What shall we do, Mr. Xu?"  

 

His subordinates asked Xu Zheng in a low voice. They also thought that if Jin Zhengting ambushed 

people in the hospital, they must be elites. Although they are also experts, they are not in their own 

territory after all. They still feel empty to Jin Zhengting.  

 

"Wait and see what happens. Let's not show up for the time being. When they score, we'll clean up the 

pieces. You can't even deal with those who have already played one game, can you?"  

 

Xu Zheng said faintly, his eyes swept over the group of people with flustered faces, and his eyes were 

full of disdain and ridicule.  

 

When his subordinates heard that, their faces had changed. One of the leaders said coldly, "Mr. Xu, we 

are also carefully selected by President Cheng. Why do you think we are inferior to Jin Zhengting or Huo 

Tingchen's subordinates?"  

 

"I don't think it's useful. I'll show you later. You have to be better than them."  

 

Xu Zheng sneered and ignored them, but an imperceptible smile flashed through his eyes. It was a kind 

of provocation. He saw the cowardice of Cheng mobing's subordinates, so he wanted to arouse their 

fighting spirit. Subconsciously, he felt that it was too late for him to retreat. Maybe Jin Zhengting was in 

a dark place In the corner, he was staring at him with his deep and dark eyes.  

 

if Xu Zheng wants to quit, he has to rely on his subordinates to give full play to their normal strength.  

 

"Don't worry, Mr. Xu. We won't let you down."  

 

These subordinates have expressed their opinions one after another. They don't want Xu Zheng to look 

down on him.  

 

When Xu Zheng's goal is achieved, he smiles and quietly waits for the result of the duel between long Jiu 

and Jin Zhengting.Long Jiu's gun has been raised. Under the cover of the shadow, Zhao Tong's 

bodyguards outside the sick room didn't find her at all. As long as she gently pulls the trigger, she can 

quietly kill these bodyguards and get Zhao Tong Xin's necklace to complete the task.  

 

But at the moment of shooting, long Jiu suddenly hesitated, because she also felt that something was 

wrong. It seemed that there was no obstacle when she entered the hospital. If Jin Zhengting really 



protected Zhao Tongxin tightly, Jin Zhengting's men should have found something abnormal after they 

had destroyed the surveillance system for such a long time. They would have informed the bodyguards 

upstairs Heart, but these bodyguards seem to know nothing, it can be seen that they did not receive any 

warning.  

 

This is too unreasonable. Although there are several bodyguards in the hospital, the defense is useless. If 

Jin Zhengting's men are so unreliable, Huo Tingchen has already assassinated him.  

 

Long Jiu's brain suddenly flashed an idea, this is a trap.  

 

With Jin Zhengting's influence in Jiangbin, it can be said that she has been in a situation of 

pervasiveness. It's very possible that Jin Zhengting found her and those people when they got off the 

plane. He hasn't started yet. He just wants to lead them all to the hospital and catch them all.  

 

Think of here, long Jiu's cold sweat immediately flow down, her heart also followed to sink down, 

perhaps in the dark corridor, Jin Zhengting has ambushed a lot of people, ready to launch a fatal attack 

on them at any time.  

 

Long Jiu's reaction is very fast. She immediately retreats. The killers who follow her follow her. Seeing 

that she retreats, they all follow her steps.  

 

"Miss long, is there anything wrong?"  

 

The killers asked as they retreated. Long Jiu frowned and held the gun tightly. He looked around warily 

and said in a low voice: "we have been ambushed by Jin Zhengting."  

 

The killers were surprised, and their hands could not help holding the weapon.  

 

"Don't panic. Let's withdraw slowly. Don't be in a mess. We have a chance to go out before Jin 

Zhengting's men take action."  

 

While comforting these killers, long Jiuyi scanned the surrounding environment and was already looking 

for shelter for the upcoming exchange of fire.  

 

"Boss, they seem to have found that we have an ambush and are ready to retreat."  

 

The men in the monitoring room also saw the actions of long Jiu and his party, and quickly reported 

them to Jin Zhengting.  

 

Jin Zhengting thought for a moment and said, "the third and fourth groups should take action and drive 

them to the lower staircase."  

 

He already had a complete plan in his mind, that is, let long Jiu and Xu Zheng have a fight first. When 

long Jiu and his party were suddenly attacked, they would be nervous. When they retreated to the next 



stairs, they found someone lurking there. Naturally, they would think that he was ambushing there. In 

order to escape, long Jiu would hurt those people The next killer, may not even explain the opportunity 

to leave them.  

 

"Yes  

 

Jin Zhengting's order was immediately conveyed. The bodyguards guarding at the entrance of Zhao 

Tongxin's ward suddenly took out their weapons and shot at long Jiu in their direction.  

 

Long Jiu and his men have retreated to the corner of the corridor. They thought they could escape Jin 

Zhengting's ambush. Unexpectedly, the bodyguards who were their targets just now suddenly turned 

around and shot them. They didn't know what to do. Several killers had already shot and fell to the 

ground.  

 

The killers, who were already nervous, were suddenly attacked fiercely. They immediately made a mess 

and fought back with weapons. The bodyguards didn't seem to want to pursue them, but just used the 

terrain of the corridor as a shelter to shoot them.  

 

For a moment, bullets were flying in the narrow corridor, and the bullets with death threats made 

brilliant sparks in the dark. From time to time, bullets hit the walls of the corridor, making a clear sound.  

 

"Miss long, there is a trap. What shall we do?"  

 

The killers are fighting back and asking long Jiu that she is in charge of this operation. Naturally, she will 

make up her mind.  

 

Taking advantage of the pause between the two sides, long Jiu lowers her head and thinks that there are 

two ways in front of her. One is to rush into the ward regardless of everything. As long as Zhao Tongxin 

can be controlled, they should be able to leave safely, because in Jin Zhengting's heart, Zhao Tongxin is 

always the most important person, but the cost of doing so is too high. Obviously, Jin Zhengting is too 

early Ready, I don't know how many jin Zhengting's men are hiding in the dark. They have just been 

attacked and have lost several killers.  

 

Another way is to rush out when Jin Zhengting's men haven't finished encircling them. In this way, 

although the task can't be completed, there will still be a ray of life. The chance of survival is much 

higher than that of rushing into the ward by force.  

 

"Withdraw immediately along the same route. This mission is cancelled."  

 

It's hard for long Jiu to keep calm enough when life and death are at stake. Based on Jin Zhengting's 

feelings for Zhao Tongxin, she definitely won't take Zhao Tongxin as a bait. Therefore, it can be inferred 

that Jin Zhengting's courage to empty Zhao Tongxin's ward is because he is ready to deal with all 

emergencies.So it's ridiculous to try to hijack Zhao Tongxin to threaten Jin Zhengting now, so long Jiu 

resolutely gives up the idea of forcibly attacking the ward. She thinks that even if Jin Zhengting is 



prepared, he will take the ward as the key point. On the contrary, their retreat is not clear, and many of 

his subordinates are sent to block it.  

 

When the killers heard the order to retreat, they were relieved. After all, they were human beings, and 

their fear of death was innate. If longjiu ordered them to attack, they would not disobey the order, but 

their morale would also suffer, because there was no difference between that order and death.  

 

While fighting back to Jin Zhengting's bodyguards, the party retreated to the stairway in order. Long Jiu 

also felt that the number of Jin Zhengting's bodyguards was increasing, which was consistent with her 

previous judgment. Jin Zhengting really focused on the protection of Zhao Tongxin. It seemed that they 

would not encounter any obstacles in the process of retreat.  

 

Dragon nine thought of here, finally put down the heart.  

Chapter 468 

 

It seems that Jin Zhengting is not ready for a full-scale conflict with Huo Tingchen, so this action against 

her is just a warning. Otherwise, in the current situation, as long as Jin Zhengting ambushes a group of 

people on their way out, they will not be able to retreat safely.  

 

Long Jiu said fluke in his heart. It seems that the bodyguards who exchanged fire with them didn't chase 

them. They just had to drive them out of Zhao Tongxin's ward. So after fighting for a period of time, with 

mutual losses, those bodyguards just stood against them from a distance and didn't stop their retreat. 

This also confirms long Jiu's judgment 。  

 

Her face showed a happy look, leaving two people broken, with the rest of the staff ran all the way, she 

now just want to leave the inpatient department building quickly, because she did not know how many 

jin Zhengting's staff were hidden here.  

 

Most of people's fears come from the unknown. After fighting with Jin Zhengting several times, long Jiu 

can't see what kind of strength Jin Zhengting has, so in her heart, she has a little fear of Jin Zhengting.  

 

Desperate to escape to the top floor, she saw that the two men on guard didn't fight with the 

bodyguards, which proved that the bodyguards didn't pursue her. But she stepped on the stairs, and her 

heart sank immediately.  

 

Because she felt that she had stepped on a piece of chewing gum, in order to ensure the concealment of 

the operation, she strictly ordered all the participants not to make any noise during the operation, so no 

one would eat chewing gum during the mission.  

 

This is the top floor of the hospital. No one comes to the dark stairwell at 2 a.m. to eat a piece of gum.  

 

This can only prove one thing, that is, there are not only their people here, but also another group of 

people lurking here. Judging from the fact that they can eat gum leisurely, the other group of people 



seem to be waiting for something here.  

 

Can it be that Jin Zhengting did not want to let go of himself, so he set an ambush on their retreat?  

 

Long Jiu, who is already tense in spirit, naturally thinks that this is the reason. She clenches the gun in 

her hand again and says in a low voice: "be careful, there may be ambush here!"  

 

The killers, who were nervous because they were running for their lives, immediately raised their 

weapons when they heard her saying that there were ambushes here. Fortunately, they had received 

strict training, so they soon formed a formation conducive to fighting in this stairwell, holding their 

breath and looking for the target that might suddenly appear.  

 

Jin Zhengting, who hides his body in a dark corner, raises his mouth slightly, takes out a faint smile, and 

then puts a piece of gum into his mouth.  

 

The piece of gum that long Jiu stepped on was left on the stairs by Jin Zhengting on purpose. There is no 

need to use very clever means to deal with such a smart person as long Jiu. As long as there is a little 

abnormality in the details, this kind of smart person will make up all kinds of possibilities by himself. 

Especially when she is in a state of shock, it is easier to make her nervous.  

 

Jin Zhengting watched them go down the stairs slowly and carefully. He picked up a small stone and 

flicked his fingers slightly. The stone flew straight to the corner of the stairs hidden by Xu Zheng and his 

men, making a slight sound.  

 

Xu Zheng had heard the gunfire from upstairs for a long time. He heard the intensity of the gunfire. The 

exchange was short and fierce. He judged from the gunfire that it was the sudden attack of long Jiu, and 

then Jin Zhengting's bodyguards returned fire. After a short battle, because long Jiu was a surprise 

attack, the bodyguards were unprepared, so they were soon killed and killed. When the gunfire stopped, 

he was dead After thinking of the Dragon nine with people rushed into Zhao Tongxin's ward, snatched 

the necklace from her.  

 

But his patience is very good, in the case of not sure whether long Jiu is successful, he will not act rashly, 

and even if long Jiu gets the necklace, his position is also the only way for long Jiu. When he wants to get 

the necklace, he only needs to attack long Jiu by surprise, and there is no need to conflict with her.  

 

Xu Zheng has thought of all the possibilities, but with the sound of short shots, he has also overturned 

his previous doubts. If Jin Zhengting had been really prepared, the exchange of fire would be very fierce 

and long, not as short as he heard. However, he did not expect that Jin Zhengting had really set up a 

trap, and had already paid attention to long Jiu The Ministry attracted him to his hiding place.  

 

With the stone thrown by Jin Zhengting hitting the wall of Xu Zheng's hiding place, it made a very slight 

sound, but the nervous tension of long Jiu and the killers made them keenly hear the subtle sound.  

 

Long Jiu's reaction is extremely rapid. At the critical moment of life and death, she immediately points 



her gun at the place where the sound is made, and the killers also make the same reaction. The muzzle 

of the gun is all aimed at the place where Xu Zheng is.  

 

After the gunshot, it became very quiet here. Xu Zheng's ear power was good, and he naturally heard 

the slight sound. Now Xu Zheng and his subordinates are in a very insecure environment, and their spirit 

is naturally tense. After hearing the sound, they also take out their guns one after another and pay 

attention to the stairs.  

 

It's dark around, but both sides vaguely see each other's shadow. Long Jiu takes it for granted that Xu 

Zheng is sent by Jin Zhengting to block the way back. Xu Zheng also thinks that Jin Zhengting's men 

found Zhao Tongxin attacked and rushed to support him.Therefore, the two sides did not see who the 

other side was at all. Under the situation that there might be enemies on all sides, they subconsciously 

regarded each other as enemies.  

 

With a "bang" shot, long Jiu, who has a stronger sense of crisis, takes the lead in shooting. The bullet 

cuts through the silence. When Xu Zheng sees long Jiu raise her hand, she knows that she is likely to 

shoot. So she subconsciously dodges the lethal bullet, but the man behind him is unlucky. The bullet just 

hit his heart, and the hand didn't even make a sound And fell to the ground.  

 

Xu Zheng's reaction is not slow. Jian longjiu takes the lead in shooting. He immediately raises his gun to 

fight back. His subordinates also shoot one after another. When the killers around long Jiu see that she 

has already shot, they also shoot together.  

 

Suddenly, in this narrow stairwell, bullets began to fly wildly, and the air was filled with pungent smoke. 

Because the two sides were very close, the hit rate was very high, and almost every bullet could harvest 

a life. The battle between the two sides was short and fierce.  

 

When long Jiu and Xu Zheng ran out of bullets in the clip at the same time, few of their men could stand, 

most of them had been killed on the spot, and some people who were seriously injured but didn't die 

immediately were lying in the pool of blood and wailing constantly.  

 

Long Jiu quickly changed the bullets, and Xu Zheng was doing the same thing, but they didn't continue to 

shoot after they raised their guns, because the stars outside came in and they saw the opposite face 

clearly.  

 

"Xu Zheng?"  

 

As long Jiuyi aims at him with a gun, he explores and asks, Xu Zheng once cooperated with Huo Tingchen 

for a short time, and she also has contact with Xu Zheng, so she naturally knows him.  

 

"Are you dragon nine?"  

 

Xu Zheng didn't put down his gun. He would not put down his guard until he made clear the situation. 

But at the same time, he had a strange feeling in his heart. He seemed to realize that he had fallen into 



Jin Zhengting's trap.  

 

The two sides held their guns, kept their due vigilance, and approached slowly, so as to see the face of 

the opposite side clearly. When Xu Zheng saw that the person who had just exchanged fire with him was 

long Jiu, and long Jiu saw that the person who had intercepted them was Xu Zheng, his face showed 

remorse.  

 

Both of them are smart people. They soon think that they were cheated. It was Jin Zhengting who 

deliberately created this scene. When they met with love, they used their nervous mood to make them 

fight each other.  

 

"Why are you here? Didn't you catch Zhao Tongxin?"  

 

According to Xu Zheng's understanding, long Jiu will definitely seize Zhao Tongxin and use her to coerce 

Jin Zhengting. After he gets the necklace, he can walk away. However, he has not found Zhao Tongxin's 

shadow for a long time, and suddenly feels that the whole person is not very good.  

 

"When we met Jin Zhengting's ambush, we were forced to give up our mission and retreat. I should ask 

you why you are here. Are you the one sent by Jin Zhengting to block our retreat?"  

 

Long Jiu knows that Xu Zheng can't cooperate with Jin Zhengting, but now this situation makes her not 

sure that Xu Zheng was not sent by Jin Zhengting.  

 

"How can I cooperate with Jin Zhengting?"  

 

Xu Zheng clenched his teeth and said, "we heard that you are going to take action. We think you may 

lose money if you take action alone, so we discussed with Cheng mobing. I brought someone to meet 

you. Unexpectedly, when we just met you, we were greeted by bullets!"  

 

What he said was very high sounding, as if he really came to meet long Jiu. However, no matter how 

nice it was, long Jiu would not believe it. She knew that Xu Zheng had cooperated closely with Cheng 

mobing, and she could be regarded as one of Huo Tingchen's main rivals. This time she brought people 

to the hospital, she could have snatched the necklace on the way, but in this situation, she couldn't After 

all, they are facing a common strong enemy. After a fierce exchange of fire just now, both sides have 

lost everything.  

 

"Because we are in a hurry to retreat, those who obstruct us will be attacked. It's only because you hide 

here and have no voice. I'm sure I will treat you as Jin Zhengting's people."  

 

Long Jiu is also not angry. She has brought more than 20 killers, all of whom are elite trained by Huo 

Tingchen. Now there are no more than five who can stand. Except for three or four who were killed 

when fighting with the bodyguards, the rest are all done by Xu Zheng's people. If so many people were 

lost at one time, long Jiu will be in a very bad mood.  

 



"Then you have to make sure."  

 

Xu Zheng's voice is also very angry. He has brought all the masters Cheng mobing can net. Now there are 

only six or seven left, and many people are still injured. I don't know how long it will take to recover this 

loss.  

 

"Well, now is not the time to argue about this. We'd better find a way to leave as soon as possible. Jin 

Zhengting has set up an ambush here. We have been attacked before we start."  

 

Long Jiu is still calm. Now is not the time to settle accounts, and the strength of both sides is seriously 

damaged. The best way is to unite. She also thinks that all this is Jin Zhengting's trap, and that the trap 

can be done so perfectly, which shows that Jin Zhengting has been secretly monitoring them, so if she 

wants to escape from here safely, she must suffer the same losses Heavy Xu Zheng United.  

 

"Well, that's all we can do. Let's retreat as soon as possible. Jin Zhengting doesn't know how many 

people are lying in ambush here. He wants to take this opportunity to catch all the elites on both 

sides."Xu Zheng immediately thought of Jin Zhengting's purpose, so he just thought about it a little and 

chose to cooperate with long Jiu.  

 

"Now that you're here, please stay a little longer. I'm afraid it's not so easy to leave."  

 

A low and magnetic male voice sounded. Hearing this voice, Xu Zheng and long Jiu's heart sank, because 

they were very familiar with the voice that seemed to come from the deepest hell, because the owner 

of the voice was Jin Zhengting.  

 

Jin Zhengting didn't show up, but more than 30 well-trained men appeared, and their guns had been 

aimed at Xu Zheng and long Jiu.  

Chapter 469 

 

"If I were you, I would give up useless resistance and lay down my arms."  

 

Jin Zhengting said faintly, just like giving orders to his subordinates, because he now controls all the 

initiative. Maybe there is a kind of person who is born to control everything. Jin Zhengting has such 

hegemony.  

 

Xu Zheng and long Jiu look at each other and see each other's helplessness from each other's eyes. They 

look up at Jin Zhengting's armed men and throw their guns to the ground.  

 

Seeing that their leaders have laid down their weapons, Xu Zheng and long Jiu's men will not struggle 

pointlessly. They also throw their guns to the ground one after another. They don't want to die here.  

 

The light in the stairwell suddenly lights up. These people who have been in the dark for a long time feel 

a glare. They close their eyes conditionally. When they open their eyes again, Jin Zhengting stands in 



front of them majestically.  

 

The stiff suit, vigorous posture, handsome and angular face, deep eyes emitting cold light, and the 

arrogant temperament of king in the world make people feel that he is the most perfect man in 

everyone's mind.  

 

There was no expression on Jin Zhengting's face. His indifferent eyes swept Xu Zheng and long Jiu, with a 

smile on his mouth. He said faintly: "I should have won this game."  

 

With hatred in his eyes, long Jiu stares at Jin Zhengting coldly and snorts: "Jin Zhengting, don't be proud. 

Even if I fail this time, Huo Tingchen won't let you go. He won't let anyone in Jin's family go. Just wait. He 

will take revenge on you!"  

 

Jin Zhengting gave a faint smile: "is that right? I doubt every word of what you said. If he really had the 

ability as you said, the Jin family would no longer exist. "  

 

Long Jiu couldn't help being short of words. What Jin Zhengting said was right. If Huo Tingchen was 

really stronger than Jin Zhengting, it would not be the present situation.  

 

"I know your relationship with Huo Tingchen, and I found out that you are his half sister."  

 

Jin Zhengting still said faintly that he did not have any joy. He knew that with Huo Tingchen's character, 

even if he caught long Jiu, he could not threaten Huo Tingchen, because Huo Tingchen would never 

accept any threat. In front of his interests, anyone could give up, including long Jiu, whom he felt he had 

fallen in love with.  

 

What's more, Jin Zhengting disdains to use this kind of means. He is a real man. Even if he is an 

opponent, he will defeat him with dignity and will never use other means.  

 

"I know what I can do. I'm also a member of the Huo family. Today, unless you kill me, I won't stop 

retaliating against you Jin family!"  

 

there was a glimmer of despair in long Jiu's eyes. She had already faintly felt that Jin Zhengting would 

not let her go easily, because Huo Tingchen had poisoned Zhao Tongxin more than once, killed her child, 

and almost killed her this time After miscalculation, these hatred can not be solved, so someone must 

bear Jin Zhengting's anger. As a member of the Huo family, Huo Tingchen's sister, or Huo Tingchen's 

lover, Jin Zhengting will not let her go regardless of her identity.  

 

Jin Zhengting was not irritated by her, but a faint smile: "I really want to know, how do you revenge me."  

 

After that, he no longer looked at long Jiu, but turned his eyes to Xu Zheng, with a smile on his face: "I 

always thought you were just a little unconvinced with me, but I didn't think you were a very ambitious 

man, and I never thought that one day I would talk to you in this way."  

 



Xu Zheng's face remained unchanged. He chuckled: "Jin Zhengting, you've always been my goal. There's 

only one peak. You've always stood there and never given others a chance, so I have to rely on my own 

strength to fight for it."  

 

"What you said is right, and what you did is right, but your mistake is that you set up a wrong opponent 

for yourself at the wrong time."  

 

"Maybe it is. In fact, I can think of it from the beginning. You are not a man who can be easily defeated. I 

just can't wait any longer. If I bear it for a while, maybe we will change our position now."  

 

Xu Zheng's tone is very flat, but his words are obviously not reconciled. He thinks that with the chaos in 

Jiangbin, he can release his long buried ambition. Unfortunately, he overestimates the strength of 

himself and Cheng mobing, and underestimates Jin Zhengting's intelligence.  

 

It is an unchangeable rule for thousands of years to defeat the enemy. It is obvious that Jin Zhengting 

has won a decisive victory in this game. Although Huo Tingchen and Cheng mobing have not been fatally 

hit, they have no power to threaten Jin Zhengting and Zhao Tong after this incident.  

 

"Boss, how to deal with these people?"  

 

A bodyguard leader approached Jin Zhengting and asked in a low voice. At the same time, he swept 

these people with cold eyes. His meaning was very obvious that these people were serious threats to 

the group. The best way was to let these people disappear forever.  

 

Jin Zhengting thought for a moment, and said to his opponent, "except for long Jiu and Xu Zheng, others 

will be dealt with according to the old rules.""Yes, boss."  

 

The bodyguard leader answered and waved to the bodyguards behind him. This is not the first time they 

have done it, so everyone knows what the boss's order means.  

 

After the bang bang bang gunshot, in addition to long Jiu and Xu Zheng, Huo Tingchen's best killers and 

Cheng mobing's elite have all fallen into a pool of blood.  

 

Long Jiu's face was a little pale, but she was used to the scene of bloody massacre, so she could bear it. 

But Xu Zheng had never encountered such a shocking picture, and he was still reluctant to bear it at first. 

But when the air was filled with a thick smell of blood, he could no longer bear it, and he vomited out.  

 

Jin Zhengting looked at Xu Zheng faintly and said, "if you want to surpass me, you'd better improve your 

psychological quality first."  

 

Xu Zheng heard a hint of irony from his tone. He wanted to retort, but he didn't open his mouth at all, 

because he was afraid that when he opened his mouth, he would spit out again what was surging in his 

stomach.  

 



"Originally, I didn't intend to let you go, but Tong Xin didn't want me to kill you, so I let you go this time. 

But next time, before you want to fight me, you'd better think about today. In addition, if you're still a 

man, don't always have the idea of Tong Xin. She's your cousin, and she begged me for you many times, 

otherwise, last time at the dock, You have become a corpse. If you want to repay her kindness with your 

conspiracy, I don't think you will have another chance to do it yourself. "  

 

Jin Zhengting light finish saying, to his men make a wink, the men understand, put away the gun on Xu 

Zheng's head, automatically give him a way.  

 

Xu Zheng's eyes were mixed with fear, surprise and disbelief. He looked at Jin Zhengting and asked, "are 

you going to let me go?"  

 

"I never repeat my words for the second time. Since I promised Tong Xin, I will do it."  

 

Jin Zhengting lit a cigarette and took a deep breath before he answered faintly.  

 

"Aren't you afraid that when I go back, I will continue to fight you?" Xu Zheng asked with gnashing teeth.  

 

Jin Zhengting's face once again appeared that faint smile: "if you feel that your strength is enough to 

compete with me, then feel free."  

 

His subtext can't be more obvious. Xu Zheng's strength is not enough. Jin Zhengting doesn't really pay 

attention to him.  

 

Xu Zheng's face turned red. For the first time in his life, he was looked down upon like this. Of course, in 

Jiangbin, Jin Zhengting naturally had such capital. However, Jin Zhengting was also the opponent he 

wanted to defeat most. It was hard for Xu Zheng to accept such words from his mouth.  

 

"Well, I just hope you don't regret it at that time, and I promise you that no matter what means we use 

between us in the future, I won't make Zhao Tongxin's idea again. I will give her back her favor, but it's 

not your favor."  

 

Xu Zheng's pupils contracted, looked at Jin Zhengting and said word by word.  

 

Jin Zhengting's face showed a indifferent expression: "I was looking forward to your performance, but 

you let me down tonight. So, you'd better do well first and then say in front of me. I don't appreciate the 

man who only talks big."  

 

Xu Zheng's face turns from red to blue. It's obvious that he is on the verge of anger. But all around are 

Jin Zhengting's people. He still tries his best to bear it, takes a deep look at Jin Zhengting, and then walks 

away without looking back.  

 

"Boss, do you really want to let him go? He is one of the biggest rivals of the group in the future."  

 



The head of the bodyguard warned in a low voice that in his opinion, now is the best time to eliminate 

the future trouble. Xu Zheng's life may be a strong opponent of the group in the future.  

 

When Jin Zhengting frowned, the head of the bodyguard immediately stopped talking and stepped back 

respectfully. There was a big cold sweat on his forehead.  

 

No matter what the purpose is, Jin Zhengting only needs to firmly carry out what has been decided. No 

one can have different opinions.  

 

"Jin Zhengting, you don't want to let me go, do you?"  

 

Long Jiu asked scornfully that she knew what her destiny would be, so she didn't hold any hope. She 

only hoped that Jin Zhengting would give her a happy life and don't torture her to death slowly.  

 

"No, you are different from Xu Zheng. He is related to Tong Xin by blood. So in Tong Xin's face, I can let 

him go once or twice as long as he doesn't do too much. But what you have done has exceeded my 

bottom line. I think you should know what kind of consequences you are going to face."  

 

Jin Zhengting's voice was very flat, but he had no emotion. His eyes became colder as he spoke, because 

he was really angry. Huo Tingchen repeatedly asked Zhao Tongxin for trouble, which he could not bear.  

 

"Jin Zhengting, I know you won't let me go, but if you are a man, give me a good time." This is probably 

dragon nine's only wish.  

 

"Of course, I don't want to torture his enemies like Huo Tingchen. It's too cruel."Jin Zhengting gently 

smoked a cigarette, then said: "you can say your last words, I will convey them to Huo Tingchen."  

 

Long Jiu closed her eyes and shook her head. She had nothing to say.  

 

Jin Zhengting has a complicated look in his eyes. He is not a man who likes to fight women. But this time, 

he has to give Huo Tingchen the most severe warning. So he secretly decides to wave his hand to his 

men.  

 

The men raised their guns and put their fingers on the trigger. As long as Jin Zhengting gave an order, 

they could easily kill long Jiu.  

 

"Jin Zhengting, I advise you not to do it, otherwise, I can't guarantee Rong Lei's life safety."  

 

Jin Zhengting's pupils suddenly contracted, and he recognized the voice. It was soft with demons. Only 

his old opponent Huo Tingchen had a unique voice.  

 

Jin Zhengting's men immediately turned the muzzle of the gun. At the corner of the staircase, Huo 

Tingchen stood with a negative hand. His face showed a demon smile.  

Chapter 470 



 

Behind Huo Tingchen, Zhao stands expressionless, with a gun in his hand, aiming at Rong Lei.  

 

Rong Lei is escorted by Huo Tingchen's two subordinates. His body is covered with blood. At a glance, he 

can see that he has just experienced a fierce fight.  

 

Jin Zhengting's eyebrows wrinkle. He also realizes that he is concentrating on dealing with long Jiu and 

neglects the protection of Rong Lei. It must be when he mobilizes the most elite men. Huo Tingchen 

takes advantage of this gap to hijack Rong Lei.  

 

"Mr. Jin, tell your men not to shoot, otherwise I will let Rong Lei bury her with me."  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes are always grim, but his face is a gentleman like smile, he is such a collection of 

contradictory personality.  

 

"Let Rong Lei go."  

 

Jin Zhengting's eyes flashed a trace of jingmang, staring at Huo Tingchen coldly, with unquestionable 

dignity in his tone, and he didn't want to waste words with Huo Tingchen, so he put forward the trading 

terms directly.  

 

Huo Tingchen took a look at the Dragon nine controlled by Jin Zhengting, revealing an imperceptible 

Greed: "no, Rong Lei's life is very valuable, one dragon nine is not enough."  

 

"What else do you want?"  

 

Jin Zhengting's face sank. He knew what Huo Tingchen wanted, but if Huo Tingchen really made such a 

request, he could not refuse it. This is the essential difference between him and Huo Tingchen.  

 

"Wise people don't talk in secret. Mr. Jin, I think you should know what I want. As long as you hand in 

the necklace and long Jiu, I will guarantee Rong Lei's life. I don't think you should refuse this deal, right?"  

 

Huo Tingchen said with a sneer that Zhao Si, with his tone, pushed the gun harder against Rong Lei's 

head. This is warning Jin Zhengting that Huo Tingchen is not just talking. If necessary, he will really order 

to shoot.  

 

Long Jiu's eyes flashed a trace of resentment, but she was soon relieved. She knew Huo Tingchen. In 

order to get the necklace, he could even give up without hesitation. Now he said that he would use Rong 

Lei to exchange the necklace for her, which showed that he had his own position in his heart. Before 

that, Huo Tingchen would give up long Jiu without hesitation.  

 

Rong Lei is very weak now. The bodyguard guarding at the door of his ward has been done quietly by 

Zhao Si. When he saw Huo Tingchen, he almost subconsciously resisted, but his serious injury has not 

healed. He is not Huo Tingchen's opponent at all. Huo Tingchen took him down without much effort.  



 

He raised his head difficultly, gritted his teeth and said, "boss, don't listen to him."  

 

Before Rong Lei's words were finished, he was hit by Zhao Si's elbow in his abdomen. He immediately 

bent down and felt that his ribs were about to be broken. He couldn't speak.  

 

Huo Tingchen grabs his hair, lifts Rong Lei up and looks at Jin Zhengting with a smile: "Mr. Jin, my 

patience is very limited. If you haven't made a choice within one minute, I will kill him first, and then 

take someone to attack Zhao Tongxin's ward. If you scare Miss Zhao Tongxin, don't blame me."  

 

Jin Zhengting's face is very ugly, but he can see that Zhao Si is a rare master. If he risks shooting, he will 

not only fail to save Rong Lei, but will probably kill him. ,  

 

Rong Lei is his subordinate in name, but over the years, they have developed a deep friendship, so in Jin 

Zhengting's heart, Rong Lei has been promoted to the same level as Yang ziye, Lu zhanyan and Ke 

Jingteng. It is impossible for him to give up Rong Lei for a necklace.  

 

"How about it? Haven't you considered it clearly, Mr. Jin?"  

 

Huo Tingchen, with the initiative in his hand, looks at Jin Zhengting with a smile. Now he enjoys this 

process very much, because they have been fighting for many years, and they have never been like this 

before. He can threaten Jin Zhengting, and Jin Zhengting seems to have no good way for him.  

 

Huo Tingchen was very comfortable with this model, and his vanity was unprecedentedly satisfied.  

 

Jin Zhengting didn't immediately agree to Huo Tingchen's request. It's not that he didn't want to 

exchange the necklace and long Jiu for Rong Lei's life, but it's a matter of great importance. He needs to 

consider it comprehensively.  

 

The necklace is the only key to open the treasure. The consequence of Huo Tingchen getting the 

necklace is that he may find the right way to open the treasure. After getting the treasure, he uses the 

power of the treasure and the Cheng family to launch a fatal revenge action against the Jin family.  

 

But he really has no better way now, because Zhao Si's gun is on Rong Lei's head. Let alone not agree to 

Huo Tingchen's request, even if he just hesitates, he may not be able to keep Rong Lei's life.  

 

Huo Tingchen has always been ruthless. Even though he still controls long Jiu, he has no threat value to 

Huo Tingchen. He can give up anyone except himself. Jin Zhengting has fully seen Huo Tingchen's 

character.  

 

The men of both sides gathered in the small stairwell, both armed with weapons, watching the opposite 

crowd warily. If the other side shot first, they would shoot immediately.  

 

Xu Yanke is mixed in Jin Zhengting's hands, because both sides focus on the hostage and the other side, 



and few people pay attention to her.As Zhao Tongxin's bodyguard, Xu Yanke naturally knows that Jin 

Zhengting's action tonight is to be Zhao Tongxin's stand in. However, because Jin Zhengting's plan is too 

smooth, her stand in has no chance to appear. So when pursuing long Jiu, she asks Shaoyuan and Rong 

Qi to protect Zhao Tongxin. She follows Jin Zhengting to catch long Jiu.  

 

I'm not in a good mood all day, because I'm not happy with Rong Lei in the morning, so now she just 

wants to find a chance to vent.  

 

She looks at Rong Lei, who is held by Huo Tingchen. Her pretty face shows an anxious look. She and 

Rong Lei were very unhappy yesterday. But when it comes to the moment of life and death, the matter 

that Rong Lei made her angry has long been thrown out of the air. What she is thinking about now is 

how to save Rong Lei from Huo Tingchen.  

 

When she heard that Huo Tingchen wanted Jin Zhengting to exchange the necklace and dragon nine for 

Rong Lei, her eyes turned a few times, and immediately quietly withdrew from the crowd and came to 

Zhao Tongxin's ward with light hands and feet.  

 

Zhao Tong Xin is very calm half lying on the bed, she is very assured of Jin Zhengting's protection, and 

has already known that long Jiu will come to sneak attack in advance, so although there will be bursts of 

gunfire outside from time to time, she does not feel afraid.  

 

Different from her, Shaoyuan and Rongqi are very nervous. If they want to be safe, Zhao Tongxin can't 

have any mistakes, so they will be very sensitive to any disturbance.  

 

Xu Yanke just pushed the door in, Shaoyuan and Rongqi had sprung up from the chair, and both took out 

their guns and aimed at her.  

 

"Xu Yanke, if you don't take good care of Tong Xin, how can you run around?"  

 

When Shaoyuan saw Xu Yanke coming in, she was relieved. She put down her gun and complained that 

she didn't have a good impression on Xu Yanke all the time. At least on the surface, she didn't deal with 

Xu Yanke.  

 

Xu Yanke ignored Shaoyuan and went directly to Zhao Tongxin's bedside. He stared at her for a while 

and said, "Zhao Tongxin, I have something to ask you for help."  

 

"What's the matter?"  

 

Zhao Tong Xin looks at Xu Yanke with some doubts. With Xu Yanke's personality and the lukewarm 

relationship between them, he can actually say "beg her", which shows that the matter is quite serious.  

 

"Rong Lei falls into the hands of Huo Tingchen. He wants the court to hand over the necklace before he 

will let go. The court is confronting Huo Tingchen. I'm afraid that if he doesn't take out the necklace for 

the sake of the group and family, then Rong Lei will be very dangerous."  



 

Xu Yanke hastily narrated the story, but her eyes kept staring at Zhao Tongxin's neck, because there, she 

saw the diamond necklace that Huo Tingchen had coveted for a long time.  

 

Her fist has been clenched. If Zhao Tongxin doesn't take out the necklace to replace Rong Lei, she will 

start to grab it. Anyway, she will save Rong Lei from Huo Tingchen.  

 

As soon as Rong Qi hears that her brother is held by Huo Tingchen, her face also shows an anxious 

expression, but she is much calmer than Xu Yanke. As a member of the small team, she knows that this 

necklace is related to the survival of the group, so she is struggling in her heart. She doesn't ask Zhao 

Tongxin, and even thinks that Rong Lei can sacrifice compared with the interests of the whole group Yes.  

 

"Hello, Xu Yanke, are you too selfish? You also know that this necklace is related to the future of the 

group. Once it falls into the hands of Huo Tingchen, the consequences will be unimaginable. Even if Rong 

Lei is held by Huo Tingchen, you can't use this necklace to exchange it!"  

 

Shaoyuan is completely considering the issue from the standpoint of the group, let alone Rong Lei. Even 

if she was kidnapped by Huo Tingchen, she would not advocate such an important thing in exchange.  

 

Xu Yan can be a listen to anxious, voice with obvious anger: "spoon garden, this is none of your business, 

shut up for me!"  

 

Shaoyuan has always been a person who does not rub sand in her eyes. She sneered: "why, am I wrong? 

Do you know how many people are involved in the survival of the group?"  

 

Xu Yanke's eyes flashed a trace of cold: "today, I'm going to make a decision on the necklace. If you stop 

me, don't blame me for being impolite!  

 

Shaoyuan angrily laughed: "don't think that you can do whatever you want if you are the boss's sister. In 

this case, even the boss will consider it carefully. It's not up to you to decide."  

 

"Well, you two, don't argue."  

 

Zhao Tongxin suddenly opens his mouth. Their quarrel stops. They both turn their heads and look at 

Zhao Tongxin. After all, she is Jin Zhengting's wife and her necklace. Her decision is the most important 

one.  

 

Zhao Tongxin gets up with Rong Qi's help and says to Xu Yanke, "don't worry, we will save Rong Lei. The 

reason why the court doesn't agree with Huo Tingchen immediately is that he is also looking for other 

ways. If not, with my understanding of the court, he will exchange the necklace for Rong Lei."  

 

"But I know Huo Tingchen. He will soon see that Zhengting is procrastinating. He is very patient. If he 

thinks he can't get the necklace, it will be bad for Rong Lei!"  

 



Xu Yanke said hastily that the situation in front of him now is that Huo Tingchen may order Zhao Si to 

shoot at any time.  

 

Zhao Tong Xin waved his hand: "don't worry, I know what you are worried about, so I went to Huo 

Tingchen's hand personally, what do you think?"Xu Yanke's eyes widened in surprise: "what you said is 

true?"  

 

"Of course, I think Zhengting will also agree with me. Rong Lei has worked with him for many years, and 

his friendship has long surpassed the relationship between his boss and subordinates. I think Zhengting 

will not take a necklace in mind."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin gave her a comforting smile, light said.  

 

"Well, it's not too late. Let's go."  

 

The anxious Xu Yan can see that Zhao Tongxin has agreed. He immediately looks happy. He takes her 

hand and goes out. Just taking a step, he is stopped by Shaoyuan.  

 

"Tong Xin, this matter has a lot to do with you. I think you should think it over. It's not your problem."  

 

Shaoyuan thinks that Zhao Tongxin's decision is too rash. At least Jin Zhengting has to agree with it. So 

she stands up and asks Zhao Tongxin to calm down. Although she knows that they are also eager to save 

people, she still can't let them act according to her own will without any opinion.  

 


